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Editorial

By 
Glenn Law

I don’t think I’ve ever spoken to a cap-
tain or pro who hasn’t acknowledged 
“I learn something every day I’m on 
the water.” That’s just one aspect of the 
sport that keeps us engaged.

This month we kick off  a new col-
umn, Angler’s Galley, by chef Brandon 
 McGlamery. He prepares spectacular 
food, and his cooking philosophy, root-
ed in the best fresh local ingredients, 
thrives here as his native state provides 
plenty of that, especially fi sh. His restau-
rants in Winter Park, Florida, are one of 
the things that make working in a land-
locked city tolerable. His presentations 
are fl awless. Any shortcomings in your or 
my failure at presentation are more than 
off set by the satisfaction in replicating 
his simple and innovative way of dealing 
with the fi sh we catch. I thought I knew 
how to cook, but working with this col-
umn shows me how much I don’t know.

We assure you every recipe we pres-
ent has been thoroughly vetted and 
taste-tested. After we’ve shot the pho-
tos we need for each monthly column, 
 McGlamery invariably says, “OK, now 
go eat that.” This is rapidly becoming 

With our Summer Travel issue, we look 
beyond our home waters this month. For 
many, travel and fishing go hand in hand, 
exploring new places and learning new things.

Lifelong
Learning

one of my favorite parts of putting out 
every issue.

Another project we’re rolling out ap-
pears online. It’s a series of educational 
programs aimed at guiding you to  be 
a more eff ective angler. Outdoor Life 
University (outdoorlifeu.com), with a 
variety of courses provided by SWS and 
our sister publications, Sport Fishing, 
Field & Stream and Outdoor Life, off ers 
a lineup of lessons in outdoor skills and 
expertise for you to study at your own 
pace, at home.

Our initial postings include fi shing for 
redfi sh, fl ounder, striped bass and sail-
fi sh. Fishing for dolphin, boat handling, 
and many more courses are scheduled 
to roll out in the coming months. These 
courses cover everything you need to 
know for each species, from seasonal-
ity to best strategies, and recommended 
tactics and tackle. They off er a breadth 
of material, from beginning fundamen-
tals to expert tactics that even seasoned 
anglers will fi nd useful and productive. 

Concerned with our own success on 
the water, we may fail to see that our 
fi shing itself holds lessons. This came 

home to me recently when, as part 
of a special project, I spent a week 
fi shing with Special Forces veteran 
Ronny Sweger (fi nd the story on 
page 80). Retired from active duty, 
he now heads up the Foundation for 
Exceptional Warriors (exceptional
warriors.org), a service and sup-
port organization for veterans. The 
FEW provides outdoor experiences 
for  veterans, in our case fi shing, as a 
pathway to healing and prospering. 

From The FEW website:

“After more than a decade 
of sustained confl ict and mul-
tiple deployments, we now 
have entire generations of ser-
vice members, veterans and 
 military families who know 
nothing but war, and that war 
comes home with them. Sta-
tistics show more veterans are 
dying from suicide, 18 to 22 
per day, than in combat opera-
tions. As a patriotic society, it is 
up to us to intervene.”

Those who have been touched by 
this know its devastating eff ects.  And 
those of us who haven’t should lis-
ten up. 

Spending time on the water with 
Sweger, hearing his stories about 
things and places I’ve only read 
about  or seen in the news, it struck 
me: The hero in all his stories was 
never himself, but rather the war-
riors he serves. His job may have 
changed but his service mission has 
not. At SWS, we were proud to be part 
of this program, gratifi ed the fi sh-
ing life we live contributes to others 
becoming whole people and helps 
these worthy veterans appreciate the 
value of their own lives and the lives 
of those around them.

While fi shing is often viewed as 
a consumptive sport, it also gives 
back. It enriches us, and as I learned 
to appreciate, it off ers these vets a 
way home. Maybe that’s something I 
 already knew about our sport, but 
I was reminded in a new way. 
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While charter boats and private rec-
reational anglers in the Gulf were only 
allowed 10 days to catch red snapper in 
federal waters last year, companies like 
Galveston Sea Adventures and Circle 
H Outfitters and Charters have been 
taking anglers red snapper fishing all 
year and letting them keep as many fish 
as they want — for a price.

Instead of catching those snapper 

Fishing operations in Galveston, Texas, turn a 
loophole in the federal Gulf of Mexico red snapper 
regulations into big profits.

CASTS + BLASTS
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READER’S CATCH P. 24

SALT WATER KIDS P. 26 

CONSERVATION P. 30

and selling them to a fish house, the 
mentioned outfits have been selling 
their catch shares of the commercial 
red snapper fishery to anglers will-
ing to pay big sums to get around the 
federal recreational-fishing closed 
season and daily two-fish-per-person 
bag limit.

According to a report from Coastal 
continued 
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Legislation that 

benefits recreational 

fishing passed the 

U.S. Senate as part 

of a comprehensive 

 Energy Policy Modern-

ization Act (S. 2012).

The Senate ap-

proved amendment 

3234, offered by 

Sens. Lisa Murkowski, 

R-Alaska, and Maria 

Cantwell, D-Wash., 

which consisted of 

several provisions 

found in the Bipar-

tisan Sportsmen’s 

Act of 2015. The 

bill authorizes the 

National Fish Habitat 

Partnership program; 

requires public lands 

to be open for recre-

ational fishing unless 

closed through public 

process; requires a 

portion of Land and 

Water Conservation 

funds be made avail-

able for improvement 

of access to federal 

lands; and it reautho-

rizes the Federal Land 

Transfer Facilitation 

Act and the North 

American Wetland 

Conservation Act.

“We are very 

pleased with the 

 Senate’s action and 

thank Sens.  Murkowski 

and Cantwell for their 

leadership in seeing 

this through,” says 

Scott Gudes, vice 

president of Govern-

ment Affairs for the 

American Sportfish-

ing Association. 

“While what passed 

was not the complete 

Bipartisan Sports-

men’s Act of 2015, it 

is significant progress 

and gets us very close 

to enactment of these 

key provisions.”

Senate Passes 
Sportsmen’s
Act ProvisionsConservation  Association 

(CCA), Galveston Sea 
 Adventures charter com-
pany’s website advertises a 
“catch share fishing experi-
ence,” with prices  ranging 
from $1,200 for a trip 
that promises 75 pounds 
of red snapper to $2,880 
for 180 pounds. The price 
works out to $16 per pound, 
about twice what red snap-
per fillets would sell for at 
most seafood markets, and 
considerably more than 
the $5 a pound that whole 
red snapper brings at the 
 commercial dock.

Ted Venker, director of 
CCA, says these trips are 
the first step toward private 
ownership of the Gulf’s 
red  snapper fishery, which 
should be a publicly owned 
resource. “It’s the ultimate 
blurring of the line between 
recreational and commer-
cial. Under this scenario, 
that distinction doesn’t 
exist. It all just deteriorates 
down to who owns the fish, 
and it isn’t the public any-
more,” Venker says.

A recent article in the 
Mobile Press Register 
exposed the rule bend-
ing and manipulation by 
commercial harvesters 
and a handful of their 
friends in the charter-for-
hire business. Ben Raines, 
the reporter who wrote 
the story, detailed that 
55 harvesters control 77 
percent of the commercial 
Gulf red  snapper fishery, 
and that federal fisheries 
officials quietly call these 
wealthy snapper kingpins 
“sea lords.”

Buddy Guindon, one 
of those sea lords, owns 
 Katie’s Seafood in  Galveston 
where those aboard the 
not-quite-charter-fishing 
boats buy the snapper they 
reeled in on their trips. 
Not surprisingly, Guindon, 
board member of the Gulf 

of Mexico Reef Fishermen’s 
Shareholder’s Alliance, a 
fisheries privatization- 
peddling group funded 
by the Environmental 
 Defense Fund, supports  
the system manipulation  
to essentially take private 
ownership of one of  
America’s public resources.

Gulf red snapper fishing 
season could be reduced to 
just six days this summer. 
And with reports that cap-
tains in Louisiana, Florida 
and Alabama are getting 
ready to offer similar 
trips, some charter-boat 
fishermen have begun to 
worry. Panama City charter 
 operator Bob Zales points 
out in the article that the 
kind of “inter-sector” 
trading going on in Texas 
is spreading to other Gulf 
states. This means the 
sea lords have a growing 
market willing to pay more 
for the snapper than the 
current seafood market 
customer and  restaurant 
owner.

While typical commer-
cial operations involve big 
boats that fish far out to sea 
for several days at a time, 
these new trips are con-
ducted from small charter 
boats that can’t venture too 
far because they must re-
turn their customers to the 
dock at the end of the day. 
That doesn’t bode well for 
nearshore snapper spots.

“People think there are 
a lot of fish on Alabama’s 
artificial reefs because the 
commercial guys don’t 
hit them, but they won’t 
be able to support the 
 pressure if  ‘dude trips’ be-
come a regular thing,” says 
an Alabama charter-boat 
captain. “The commercial 
guys pick the artificial 
reefs clean before the 
recreational fleet is even 
allowed to fish them. And 
the taxpayers paid for those 
reefs, not the commercial 
guys. I think it should 
be outlawed.”

Snapper for Sale

continued from page 14

powerpro.com

Microfilament Braided 
Fishing Line
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Under 10x magnification
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After high-profile 
fish kills and other 
 publicized environmen-
tal issues made water 
quality a pre-eminent 
 issue in Florida, Gov. 
Rick Scott signed into 
law Legacy Florida, a 
bill spearheaded by Sen. 
Joe Negron, R-Fla., and 
Reps. Gayle Harrell, R-
Fla., and Matt Caldwell, 
R-Fla., that will provide 
more than $200 million 
 annually for  Everglades 
restoration and more 
than $50 million 
 annually for additional 
water-quality projects, 
which will allow major 
restoration projects 
to move forward while 
awaiting final federal 
legislation and funding.

Florida Funds 
Water Quality

Redfish Bag Lowered in 
Northwest Florida

NEWS LINES

The Pacific Fishery Management Council instituted a ban on com-
mercial fishing on forage fish stocks in federal waters from 3 to 200 
miles off Washington, Oregon and California. 

The ban, which went into effect May 4, does not affect fishing au-
thorized by tribes or existing fisheries for forage fish, such as sardines 
and anchovies. It covers other species, including Pacific sand lance, 
silverside, certain varieties of herring, and smelt and squid.

West Coast Forage Fish Protection

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Com-

mission approved a new lower recreational red 

drum daily bag limit for Florida’s northwest man-

agement zone (Escambia County through Fred 

Howard Park near Pasco County). The bag limit 

dropped from two reds to one per person — as in 

the rest of the state — and it went into effect on 

May 1. All other red drum regulations remain the 

same, including the eight-fish vessel limit.
BAG REDUCTION: North Florida anglers join the 
rest of the state with a one-fish daily redfish limit.
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LETTERS

Life-Jacket Savvy
I applaud an article on PFDs [Boat Talk, 
May], but it fails to mention a critical 
element of PFD design. The U.S. Coast 
Guard provides data on boater drown-
ings and mentions numerous examples 
where an individual wearing a PFD 
fell in the water and, when rescuers 
tried to pull the person out by grabbing 
the PFD, the wearer slipped out and 
drowned. Most PFDs lack leg or crotch 
straps. Mustang infl atable PFDs and 
a few others designed for oil-platform 
workers have straps, but 99 percent of 
those sold to the public don’t.

Also, excellent article by Rip 
 Cunningham [Conservation, May] on 
shifting baselines in fi sh stocks. Two 
factors were overlooked: changes to the 
environment that aff ect nursery stocks, 
survival rates and whether fi sh have an 
adequate number of males and females 
to reproduce; and changes in fi shing 
technology that enable factory trawlers 
to fi sh in deeper waters or drag the bot-
tom. We have problems with decreased 
water fl ow in the rivers, and mercury 
and PCBs entering rivers and bays in 
California. Addressing fi sh reproduction 
without looking at the environmental 
degradation misses the bigger picture.

Bruce Stenman
Monterey, California

Vetus-Maxwell windlasses 
and thrusters let anglers take 
performance higher.

vetus.com

IF YOU’RE A FISH, 
BRACE YOURSELF FOR SOME BAD NEWS.

Pinpoint anchoring and maneuvering 

are essential for any angler to perform at his 

peak. Vetus-Maxwell makes bow thrusters and 

anchoring systems that install easily and operate 

with quiet, reliable precision. Together, Vetus-

Maxwell windlass and thruster performance 

enables anglers to anchor over favorite fi shing 

spots with confi dence, and at the end of the 

day smoothly maneuver back into the slip with 

trophies held high.

Vetus-Maxwell is a proud 

partner and supplier of 

windlasses and thrusters to 

Intrepid, maker of custom 

high performance watercraft

I enjoyed the article about fi shing 

for o’io, or bonefi sh, in my backyard 

of Kaneohe Bay [“Tails of the South 

Pacifi c,” April]. But did the author really 

use Samoan crab for bait? Samoan 

crabs cannot be found by simply look-

ing under rocks on the fl ats. Samoan 

crabs are large, and the minimum legal 

size is 6 inches across the back.

Hiroshi Kato

Oahu, Hawaii

Crab Awareness

Lone Ranger
The recent letter “Sensible Science” 
[Casts + Blasts, May] was an uninten-
tionally ironic analogy between DDT 
and global-warming science. Rachel 
Carson and the environmentalists of 
the time were using junk science. The 
DDT connection to declining bird 
populations has been  subsequently 

disproven. It was a power play by 
environmentalists, and scientists 
who questioned the connection were 
ignored and/or ridiculed. Incidentally, 
DDT was credited with saving millions 
of third-world children from death 
by malaria. 

Bill Davenport
via email

LETTERS
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The National Marine Fisheries Service closed angling for large- 
medium and giant bluefin tuna (73 inches or greater) in the  
southern area for the remainder of 2016. 

The possession of any large-medium or giant bluefin tuna in the 
southern area — south of 39°18'N, not including the Gulf of Mexico 
— is prohibited through December 31. Such fish caught must be 
released. This applies to HMS angling and charter/headboat vessels. 

Atlantic Bluefin Closure
NEWS LINES

California MPA 
Continuance
The California Fish and Game  

Commission broke its promise to  

anglers and admitted recreational 

fishing may never return to waters 

designated as marine reserves by the 

Marine Life Protection Act.

In order to build public support for 

MPAs, the state repeatedly assured 

anglers that environmental assess-

ments would be conducted every 

five years so that recreational fishing 

could resume if fish populations were 

restored. But newly appointed commis-

sioners rejected the notion that such a 

commitment was ever made, claiming 

that marine restoration programs were 

never intended to restore recreational 

fishing to coastal waters designated as 

marine reserves. 

DOUBLE CROSSED?: California 
anglers may lose access forever. 

The president of the commission 

even stated that fishing may not be  

restored during his lifetime. And, 

despite the objections of California’s 

angling community, at its June meet-

ing, the commission moved to adopt a 

final Marine Life Protected Area Master 

Plan, which postpones environmental 

assessments from every five years to 

every 10 years.

“The state’s failure to study marine 

protected areas in a timely fashion is 

having a profound impact on com-

munities that depend on recreational 

fishing for outdoor tourism and jobs,” 

says Marko Mlikotin, executive director 

of the California Sportfishing League.  

“It is evident that marine protected 

areas that were once viewed as marine 

restoration projects are becoming 

permanent fishing bans.”



  

TOD / Casts + Blasts
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Toward EBFM
After reading your 

contributions to the 

April 2016 issue 

[“Second String” 

by Glenn Law; 

“ Bottom Up” by 

Rip  Cunningham], 

I thought you and 

perhaps your read-

ers needed to be 

brought up to date by 

a scientifi c specialist 

who knows what he 

is talking about. Rec-

reational anglers and 

others in Mississippi 

fought and won a bat-

tle that pitted Omega 

Protein against our 

redfi sh — namely, a 

bill that would have 

allowed redfi sh as 

bycatch (45 per boat, 

per day). With that bill 

dead and feeling our 

oats, we convinced 

our local paper, the 

Sun Herald, to publish 

a statement in which 

we addressed issues 

with menhaden (e.g. 

overall bycatch and 

our lack of data from 

Mississippi waters) 

with a highlight being 

the issue of a stock 

assessment on which 

Omega relies, which  

did not consider 

“the importance of 

this forage species’ 

ecosystem.”

The inevitable 

retort came in the 

same paper by Kenny 

Hebert Jr., general 

manager of Omega 

Protein in Moss 

Point, Mississippi. Mr. 

Hebert takes  issue 

with the very premise 

you espouse, to 

wit: “Ecosystem-

based modeling is a 

buzzword in fi sheries 

science today and a 

goal toward which 

many in the fi eld 

aspire. But the data 

to achieve such a 

goal and the proto-

cols to conduct such 

assessments are still 

under development. 

There currently is no 

usable ecosystem 

assessment model 

for menhaden. Single- 

species assessments 

remain the tried-

and-true method to 

manage the species 

stand as is.

tem concept. We 

may not have the 

science perfected, but 

we have the vision 

to view our marine 

world in real terms. 

I also thank you for 

carrying the torch for 

better management 

and emphasizing the 

frequent exclusion of 

recreational anglers 

in such management.

F. J. Eicke

Ocean Springs, 

Mississippi

Let me thank you for your 
eff orts on the local level to 
make sure that fi sheries are 
managed in a sustainable 
manner. I understand Omega 
Protein’s approach to this 
issue. It is predictable. They 
are in the business of extrac-
tion, and for them, volume 
is the name of the game. If 
other more conservative users 
push back just as hard, we 
likely end up somewhere in 
the middle. Not necessarily 
perfect, but a darn good start.

Mr. Herbert’s comments 
on ecosystem based fi shery 
management (EBFM) are 
not exactly correct. Yes, 
there is no perfect model 
for  menhaden ecosystem 
management. For that matter, 
there is likely no perfect model 
in fi sheries management. 
This is not a perfect science. 
There is a wealth of data that 
can be used and is currently 
being used in single-species 
management. Much of that 
is usable in EBFM, and 
reasonable assumptions can 
be made with it. If we wait 
for the  perfect model to make 
its debut, we will likely never 
move off  square one.

 We do know where we need 
to be. The best way to get from 
point A to point B may be the 
question. Like every journey, 
it begins with a single step. 
We have taken that step. 
— R.C.
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make the turn around Key 
West, and then run up the 
east coast before taking 
the Okeechobee waterway 
back across to the west coast 
of the state, leaves com-
petitors at the mercy of the 
weather and sea conditions, 
neither particularly friendly 
in March when the event 
took place.

 “We had two long stretch-
es of open water — one from 
Apalachicola to  Steinhatchee, 
and another from Miami 
Harbor Entrance to Fort 
Lauderdale at night — that 
just kicked our butts. Stiff  
winds and big waves really 
put the skiff s to the test,” 
says Heath Daughtry, vice 
president of Yellowfi n.

 Per event rules, once 
the boats were splashed, 

Race for Restoration

CORRECTION:

the crews were required 
to remain on board. All 
fueling and repairs had 
to be done on the water, 
with each team’s road crew 
meeting the boat at times 
and locations coordinated 
along the way. According to 
Daughtry, it took him and 
his teammate, Chase Daniel, 
57 hours to complete the 
course. That included 11 
stops to refuel and another 
to tackle engine trouble.

 Coastal Conservation 
Association (CCA) was the 
big winner. The racers sought 
sponsorships from friends, 
business partners and local 
tackle shops to raise money 
for CCA’s habitat restoration 
program, which this year 
tallied nearly $10,000. 

 Plans for the 2017 Skiff  

Challenge are quite lofty. 
Yellowfi n and Hell’s Bay 
are working with CCA to 
grow the event and increase 
promotional eff orts. Next 
year’s race will still be run 
in March, but the course 
will begin in Pensacola and 
end at Cumberland River on 
the Florida-Georgia border, 
with a required stop in 
Bimini, Bahamas, just long 
enough to clear customs.    

In New Gear, 
May, the Reactor 
Poseidon watch 
was pictured 
instead of the 
Fallout 2. This 
is the correct 
image.
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The second annual Skiff  
Challenge, a grueling race 
pitting fl ats-boat builders 
against the elements and 
each other as they attempt 
to complete a 1,200-mile run 
around the state of Florida, 
was a resounding success.

 Yellowfi n Yachts, the 
event creator, Hell’s Bay 
Boatworks and Panga 
 Marine, all limited to 
one boat under 18 feet 
with a 70 hp motor and a 
maximum fuel capacity of 
20 gallons, took part in this 
year’s test of endurance and 
navigation skills that began 
at Gulf Breeze Marina, just 
outside Pensacola, and cul-
minated in Sarasota.

 The course, which calls 
for the skiff s to travel 
Florida’s entire Gulf coast, 
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D R O P  U S  A  L I N E

Tom Fellner was fi shing 
15 miles off  the coast 
of Sarasota, Florida, 
when he came across 
a crab-trap buoy. He 
rigged a squid bait on a 
spinning outfi t, tossed 
it to the buoy and, aft er 
a brief fi ght, boated this 
10-pound tripletail.

Triple Tale

TOD / Reader’s Catch

YOUR CATCH
To send in your catch photo, email us at 
catches@saltwatersportsman.com.

READER’S
CATCH

We’re coming...

The AV-26 is a true low profile bay boat with an overall length of 26’2” and a beam of 8’6”, built with the serious fisherman in mind. The Avenger 

Bay Boat’s incredibly stable fishing platform is complimented with standard equipment like 2 live release and one bait well, dual lockable rod storage 

boxes, and anchor locker built to accommodate  both bow and stern anchors. The Avenger is rated for a single engine of up to 400HP and features 

an 89 gallon capacity fuel load, making your favorite fishing spot easily and quickly accessible.

For more information, go to www.avengerbayboats.com or call 843 538-6604  

or like us on Facebook at Avenger Boats for the latest available information.

24’ and 22’ versions coming soon!



      

  
  

KEY WEST BIG P INE KEY & THE LOWER KEYS
MARATHON

ISLAMORADA

KEY
LA

RGO

With flats you can wade from shore and a long list of tournament-proven 
guides, you’re never far from places to cast a fly in Florida’s Lower Keys. 
If that doesn’t get you and your line moving, we don’t know what will.
fl a-keys.com/lowerkeys 1.800.872.3722

Fly fishing The Lower Keys.
It’s never a long haul.



NOMINATE A KID
SWS recognizes kids who represent sportsmanship, passion and proficiency in saltwater fishing. 
To nominate an exceptional Salt Water Kid, email us at swkids@saltwatersportsman.com.

John Wesley
Burton 
7, Georgia
A serious angler since 

the age of 4, John never 

wastes a day, catching as 

many fish as time allows 

with his dad. He enjoys 

beach, bay and deep-

sea fishing for snapper, 

flounder, sharks and 

redfish, among others. 

He also likes to fish the 

Intracoastal Waterway 

because he never knows 

what new species he 

might catch.

Campbell
Rowe
9, Virginia
When she’s not crabbing, 

Campbell loves going 

out on the water with her 

dad to add new species to 

her list of catches, which 

already includes redfish, 

dolphin and sharks. 

She looks forward to 

catching both striped 

bass and flounder this 

year, and hopes to reel 

in her own blue marlin 

one day.

Nathan
Bradford
13, Virginia
With 1,569 catches in 

2015 alone, Nathan is 

a dedicated angler and 

believes strongly in 

conservation. He fishes 

daily from his kayak and 

takes the occasional trip 

to Chesapeake Bay with 

his neighbor to target 

striped bass, speckled 

trout and croakers. 

Nathan photographs his 

catches and keeps notes 

from every trip. 

TOD / Salt Water Kids
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Check out Suzuki’s  
SS Series 115, 150  
and 250 HP outboards 
with exclusive matte 
black paint job.

Suzuki V6 outboards range from  
225 to 300 HP, including our DF300AP 

with drive-by-wire controls and  
Suzuki Selective Rotation. 

Most models from 40 HP  
on up are available  

in Cool White or  
Shadow Black Metallic.

Suzuki Inline-4 cylinder  
models range from  

70 to 200 HP. They’re  
compact, lightweight  

and POWERFUL.

Just in time for Spring Commissioning. See Your Participating Suzuki  
Marine Dealer To Take Advantage of These Fantastic Offers.

Suzuki’s “Gimme Six!”
Extended Protection 
Plan is worth up to 
$1690. 

Ask your dealer for 
details regarding  

cash rebates  
up to $800  

on select models.

Offers expire June 30, 2016. For complete details, talk to your participating Suzuki Marine dealer or visit www.suzukimarine.com

SPRING INTO

CA$H

Suzuki offers financing 
plans on new outboard 
motors with attractive 
rates as low as 5.99%* 
(for 60 months O.A.C.) 

CashRebates apply to qualifying purchases of select Suzuki outboards made between 04/01/16 and 06/30/16. For list of designated models, see participating Dealer or visit www.suzukimarine.
com. Customer and participating Dealer must fill out the appropriate rebate form at time of sale. Customer will have the choice to either apply the cash rebate against the original dealer invoice 
(Suzuki will credit Dealer parts account) or have a check sent directly to the customer. Gimme Six Extended Protection promo is applicable to new Suzuki outboard motors from 25 to 300 HP in inven-
tory which are sold and delivered to buyer between 04/01/16 and 06/30/16 in accordance with the promotion by a Participating Authorized Suzuki Marine dealer in the continental US and Alaska to 
a purchasing customer who resides in the continental US or Alaska. Customer should expect to receive an acknowledgement letter and full copy of contract including terms, conditions and wallet 
card from Suzuki Extended Protection within 90 days of purchase. If an acknowledgement letter is not received in time period stated, contact Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. – Marine Marketing via 
email: marinepromo@suz.com. The Gimme Six Promotion is available for pleasure use only, and is not redeemable for cash. There are no model substitutions, benefit substitutions, rain checks, or 
extensions. Suzuki reserves the right to change or cancel these promotions at any time without notice or obligation. * Financing offers available through Synchrony Retail Finance. As low as 5.99% 
APR financing for 60 months on new and unregistered Suzuki marine engines. Subject to credit approval. Not all buyers will qualify. Approval, and any rates and terms provided, are based on credit 
worthiness. $19.99/month per $1,000 financed for 60 months is based on 5.99% APR. Hypothetical figures used in calculation; your actual monthly payment may differ based on financing terms, 
credit tier qualification, accessories or other factors such as down payment and fees. Offer effective on new, unregistered Suzuki marine engines purchased from a participating authorized Suzuki 
dealer between 04/01/16 and 06/30/16.“Gimme Six”, the Suzuki “S” and model names are Suzuki trademarks or ®. Don’t drink and drive. Always wear a USCG-approved life jacket and read your 
owner’s manual. © 2016 Suzuki Motor of America, Inc.
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3. Iland Time

Iland Lures improves 
its classic Crusader with 
the new CrusaderT, 
which features a 6- or 
an 8-ounce lead-head 
designed for faster 
trolling speeds. The 
 CrusaderT incorporates 
a tough nylon skirt with 
highly refl ective Mylar 
for added fl ash, and 
Iland Lures’ famous 
3-D eyes for a more life-
like appearance. Ideal 
for wahoo, tuna and 
dolphin, the CrusaderT 
is a must-have for 
every offshore angler. 
$24.99 to $25.99; 
shopmirrolure.com

1. Sun Savvy

Keep the harmful 
effects of the sun off 
your face and neck with 
the Eclipse Sunshield 
by Deep. This addition 
to Deep’s line of  angling 
products is quick-drying, 
nonshrinking and in-
cludes additional length 
at the bottom for extra 
neck protection. The 
Eclipse Sunshield fea-
tures 30 UPF cool-max 
fabric — breathable, 
lightweight and stretchy 
— for max imum com-
fort and UV protection 
during extended periods. 
$18; deepocean
apparel.com

2. Ladies’ First

Women now get to 
experience Huk 
Performance  Fishing 
gear. New for 2016, Huk 
launches its new line 
of apparel designed 
specifi cally for female 
anglers. It includes the 
Huk ladies perfor-
mance long-sleeve 
shirt, which offers sun 
protection, stain-release 
fabric and superior 
breathability while con-
forming to a woman’s 
fi gure. The ladies 
performance long-sleeve 
shirt is available in sizes 
XS to XL in three colors. 
$34.99; hukgear.com
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BACKED 

BY THE 

BEST 
FACTORY 
WARRANTY 

IN THE 

BUSINESS.

With the brand new 334 CC, MAKO®

enters a whole new era of luxury 

sportfishing. We’ve worked with Florida’s 

leading saltwater guides to design a boat 

that’s a master of offshore fishing—and we’ve 

added amenities that will host the biggest 

bluewater family in ultimate comfort. This modern 

offshore predator uses the most advanced technology 

and draws on a half century of boat-building expertise to 

bring together your passion for sportfishing with your desire 

for the ultimate family saltwater fishing experience. And it’s 

backed by MAKO Assurance—the best warranty in the business. 

WARRANTY
ASSURANCE

LIFE

OF MAKO HAS ARRIVED
A NEW ERA

CC

Boats may be shown with optional equipment. Features and specifications are subject to change without notice. Best efforts are used to ensure accuracy in the information shown;  
nevertheless, customers should always check with local dealer regarding discrepancies that may appear in print. © 2016 Tracker Marine Group

MAKOBOATS WEAREMAKOBOATS

For complete pricing details, visit mako-boats.com
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New Precedent
The discussion in Congress 
under consideration is a rel-
atively small change, but it 
could establish a precedent 
that would bring more sim-
ilar requests. It also moves 
the question — whether the 
states or the Feds should 
manage fi sheries  — to the 
front burner. Some would 
say the eff ort to change the 
red snapper fi shery in 

the Gulf of Mexico has 
already done that, but this 
would add to that trend.

Congress is debating a 
bill to change the federal 
fi sheries boundary between 
the states of Rhode Island 
and New York. Right 
now the boundary takes 
a shoreward jog between 
Block Island, Rhode Island, 
and Montauk, New York. In 
this 155-square-mile area, 

no fi shing for striped bass is 
currently allowed. During 
the doldrums of sum-
mer, this area holds good 
numbers of large female 
striped bass. For many of us 
who have been concerned 
about the current status of 
striped bass, the federal-wa-
ters ban on catching this 
fi sh has created a needed 
sanctuary and allowed a lot 
of the important spawning 
biomass to survive and 
reproduce. However, there 
are a  number of party/char-
ter operators who feel they 
need to access these fi sh to 
keep their customers happy 
and their charters full. No 
doubt they are correct, but 
how will this impact the fu-
ture of striped bass? There 
is no science being present-
ed by Rep. Lee Zeldin from 
New York in H.R. 3070. So 
how does anyone realisti-
cally assess the impacts of 
opening this area? At this 
point, the bill is back in 
committee and may still be 
unresolved by the time this 
is in print.

Science Basis
For me, it brings up 
bigger questions than the 
155-square-mile change. 
First, since this area is 
contiguous to New York 
and Rhode Island, will it 
become those states’ waters 
to manage? If yes, then the 
state of Connecticut just 
lost some access to water 
that its fi shermen formerly 
used. What about all the 

continued 

TRADE-OFF: Opening 
federal waters to 
state-managed 
angling creates 
additional confl icts 
and questions.
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Jurisdictional
Prudence

Back when the snow was still fl ying in much 
of the U.S., the House began to get its fi ngers 
back into the fi sheries-management debate. 
The Senate also poked its nose into federal 
interactions with state management of fi sh. 

STATE VERSUS FEDERAL MANAGEMENT DESERVES
SERIOUS DISCUSSION

By Rip 
Cunningham

Congression-
al oversight 
of fisheries 
management 
demands 
a compre-
hensive, sci-
ence-based  
approach.

When it comes to fi sher-
ies issues, I am a lot more 
comfortable when Congress 
is in recess than when it is 
in session. When it decides 
to get into the nitty-gritty 
of fi sheries management, 
which it expressly turned 
over to the regional fi shery 
management councils, I get 
really uncomfortable. Poli-
ticians and scientists make 
strange bedfellows.

NY

CT
RI
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Tony Goldwyn
Stand Up To Cancer 
Ambassador

Twenty years ago, my mother 
was diagnosed with lung 
cancer. She had very few 
places to turn, and lost a 
diffi cult struggle.

Today, we are on the brink 
of real breakthroughs in lung 
cancer research and there 
are signifi cantly improved 
treatment options.

And yet, more than 30% of all 
lung cancer patients still don’t 

know about the therapies, 
specialists, and clinical trials 

available to them. 

Lung cancer is a formidable 
foe, but we are fi nding new 

ways to fi ght it. Please visit 
SU2C.org/LungCancer for 

questions to ask your health 
care professional and to 
learn about options that 

may be right for you.

MY MOM DIDN’T HAVE MANY OPTIONS. 
TODAY’S LUNG CANCER PATIENTS DO.

SU2C.org/LungCancer



other little jogs in the federal-waters 
boundaries contiguous to all the states 
along the U.S. coastline? Is Congress 
going to be faced with debating those 
as well? The current state and federal 
fisheries-management systems are not 
without their warts, but over the years, 
a lot of thought and effort has been put 

in to make them work. Most changes 
were done with competent science and 
benefit the whole system. They have not 
been “spot zoning,” a practice that was 
frowned upon in the real-estate world.

Perhaps this congressional effort 
should be shelved in favor of looking 
at how fisheries are currently man-
aged by states, regional state compacts 
and federal entities, and a full-blown 

 discussion on the merits of each. 
Should there be discussions about 
managing species based on where they 
are primarily caught: state or federal 
waters? If they are primarily caught 
in state waters, should states be given 
total management responsibilities? 
Should there be a discussion about 
universally extending state waters to 12 
miles out? That would likely mean that 
95 percent of the species taken, plus or 
minus, would be primarily caught in 
state waters. How would reciprocity be 
handled? I could go on and on, but it is 
easy to see that this could get compli-
cated in a hurry. 

Larger Discussion
If someone were to ask if state manage-
ment would be better than the current 
system, I could not honestly answer. 
Parts of the regional state-management 
system through the three regional 
commissions work, and other parts I 
think don’t work all that well. For many 
fisheries important to the recreational- 
fishing users, there could be as many 
as 19 agencies to deal with where there 
now exists only one. Maybe I am too 
cautious, but it makes me nervous.

What I think will not work is a hap-
hazard approach that deals with these 
coastwide issues on the basis of who 
can rattle the saber the hardest. Many 
of these fisheries have the potential to 
impact multiple states because animals 
in general, and fish in particular, do not 
pay attention to man-made boundaries. 
If Congress is going to tackle this issue, 
let’s have it do so in a comprehensive 
fashion. It is a conversation for which 
the time may have come. 

TOD / Conservation

Jurisdictional Prudence

continued from page 30 What I think 
will not work 
is a haphazard 
approach that 
deals with issues 
on the basis of 
who can rattle 
the saber the 
hardest.  
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Durability and Corrosion resistance at it’s 
finest… A combination of  304 and 420 
stainless steel and Titanium Black Nickel 

TOOLS

coating come together to form an alliance 
against corrosion. Combined with our unique 
and ergonomic slip resistant handle PENN 
pliers were built to last.



westmarine.com

 IT’S YOUR  
WATERLIFE. WE OUTFIT IT.

Sarah J.

West Marine Associate

Sarah is wearing Columbia PFG  
Tamiami II Shirt and East Ridge Shorts. 

Sarah’s brother Robert is wearing  
Columbia PFG Bahama II Shirt and  

PFG Terminal Tackle Shorts.
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WHEN YOU CAN’T AVOID FLOATING GRASS,  GO RIGHT THROUGH IT.

BY 

GEORGE POVEROMO

Tactics 
+ Tackle

continued 

Go Weedless with Ballyhoo

George 
Poveromo

When sar-
gassum or 
other grass 
is scattered 
everywhere, 
switching 
to weedless 
ballyhoo 
keeps your 
trolling 
spread 
in play.

TACTICS +

TACKLE

When weed

lines abound,

rig weedless

RIGGER’S

NOTEBOOK

Recycle and

multitask a

bucket lid

ON THE FLY 

ONLINE

Whether you’re 

traveling to an 

angling destina-

tion this summer 

or plan to just 

fi sh your home 

waters, fi nd 

out what 10 fl y 

patterns you 

should carry 

to catch fi sh 

anywhere.

saltwatersportsman.com

/ONTHEFLY
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GOLD STAR: 
Weed lines and 
other fl oating 
debris attract big 
game, like this 
bull dolphin.

In that quest for textbook conditions, we’ll weed 
through (pun intended) widely distributed sargas-
sum clumps, needle-thin eel grass, clean water and 
— a dolphin-troller’s nightmare — weed clumps so 
thick, trolling is virtually impossible. Under the latt er 
condition, anglers are tempted to seek less-congested 
stretches of ocean, which can prove a costly mistake. 

ANGLER’S

GALLEY

Enjoy bacon-

wrapped mahi 

on land or at sea
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crimp or loop knot. The tag must 
point down, toward the hook point, 
not upward like the traditional pin 
rig. Wrap the soft wire on the leader 
above the knot or crimp.

Insert the hook into the 
ballyhoo’s throat latch and 
then immediately out its 
underside. Push the hook 
through the bait, then 
reverse the hook and insert 
it into the ballyhoo’s belly.

When the hook is properly positioned and 
there’s no binding, push the tag end up 
through the center of both jaws. Snap off 
the beak. Next, run the soft wire through the 
eyes, wrap it fi rmly three times behind the tag 
and several times in front, ending with a few 
wraps around the leader. Trim the tag close to 
the bait and slide the skirt over the bait’s nose.

enough for the skirt to slide onto the leader. Then 
either crimp or tie a loop at the end of the leader. 

Go Weedless with Ballyhoo

continued from page 35

Tactics + Tackle

Dolphin and other game 
fi sh forage within sargas-
sum seaweed. These mini 
ecosystems harbor algae, 
larvae, brine shrimp, crabs 
and juvenile fi nfi sh, right 
up to the large predators we 
seek. When baitfi sh are pres-
ent, dolphin or other pelagic 
species, like tuna, wahoo and 
even larger game (marlin), 
are also likely to be nearby. 

But when fl oating weeds 
seem to be scattered every-
where, how do you manage 
to troll successfully without 
having to constantly reel in 
to shake off  clumps of vegeta-
tion and clear the baits? 

Time to Switch
Enter the weedless ballyhoo, 
an eff ective rig that defi es 
weed-choked waters and 
provides a quick solution 
to keep your entire trolling 
spread in play. 

As you get ready for that 
next trolling mission, rig a 
dozen or so and take them 
along with your go-to baits 
and lures. If scattered weeds 
wreak havoc on the fi rst 
stringers, send in the subs. 
Switching to the weedless 
baits often proves an unbeat-
able alternative.

continued 

2

3 4

1

5
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Go Weedless with Ballyhoo

continued from page 36

Tactics + Tackle

Rigging Requirements
The components you need 
to rig weedless ballyhoo are 
simple: long-shank hooks 
(7/0 or in sizes to match the 
bait); 100-pound monofila-
ment or fluorocarbon  leader; 
soft wire wrap (copper) to  
secure the bait to the rig; 
small octopus skirts; and, if 
you opt to crimp instead of 
tying knots (for a smoother, 
snag-free finish), some 
sleeves in the right diameters 
to match the leader material.

Rig a number of weedless 
baits ahead of time if you 
expect to encounter weeds 
and keep them at the ready 
for fast deployment.

The Secret in the Eyes
Aside from the rigging steps 
provided on the previous 
page, it’s important to point 
out that a strand of soft 
rigging wire should first be 
passed through the eyes 
of a fresh ballyhoo as it is 
being rigged for trolling to 
alleviate any water buildup. 
Failure to do so results in 
the eyes bulging, which 
could inhibit a bait’s action. 

Some anglers prefer to 
core out the eyes to stop 
water buildup. However, 
I’m from the school that 
believes the eyes are crucial 
targets for predators. This 
is why the majority of troll-
ing lures, as well as inshore 
hard and soft baits, sport 
a pair of eyes. Why should 
your offshore natural baits 
be any different?
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Strike Points
When a dolphin or other 
pelagic charges one of your 
baits, drop into free-spool 
and let the fish consume the 
bait. Because the hook point 
in a bait rigged weedless 
is positioned internally to 
keep it from fouling, there’s 
a slight disadvantage when 
setting the hook. But by scal-
ing and softening the bait’s 
midsection and letting the 
fish gain complete posses-
sion of the bait, successful 

hook-sets are still easy  
to accomplish.

Variations on a Theme
The weedless ballyhoo is 
not only a potent trolling 
selection, it also makes an 
excellent pitch bait. Con-
sider stopping to investigate 

BASIC MATERIALS: 
Materials for rigging 
weedless ballyhoo 
are in most offshore 
anglers’ tackle boxes.

bird activity in the midst 
of thickly scattered weeds. 
If you toss out a live bait, 
whole fresh ballyhoo, squid, 
chunk bait, jig or topwater 
chugger, it will likely snag 
weeds. However, if you pitch 
a weedless ballyhoo instead, 
you can enticingly retrieve 
the bait across the tops of 
floating weeds and along-
side them while remaining 
snag-free. 

Another productive  
tactic: try letting the bait 
sink through the weeds, 
then swim it back to the 
surface. This technique 
presents the illusion of  
frantic prey seeking 
shelter in the floating 
debris to avoid imminent 
danger. Combined with 
the  advantage of a weed-
less bait, it often produces 
trophy fish in the midst of a 
“salad bowl.” 

Lightly dusting ballyhoo with coarse salt draws out moisture and toughens them up, preventing 
premature washouts. The more salt, the tougher and less limber a bait becomes, and there’s a 
fine line between maintaining action and toughening up a bait. Dusting ballyhoo with baking soda 
thwarts bacteria and preserves the color and scent. That’s why natural bait-trolling pros use 
both salt and soda for brining and layering baits. 

Some trolling-bait companies offer their own brining formulations. For instance, Baitmasters 
of South Florida (baitmasters.com) offers MagicBrine bait powder. If your baits haven’t been 
pre-brined, be sure to soak them overnight in an icy solution of either coarse salt and baking soda 
or Baitmasters MagicBrine. Then, after organizing them on a bait tray inside a cooler, lightly dust 
them with brining powder.

Why Brine?



Canyon 336

Exceptional detail. 
Complete�FRQßGHQFH.

Grady-White boats are factory rigged 
with reliable Yamaha outboard power.

www.gradywhite.com   ©2016 Grady-White Boats, Inc.



      

T+T / Rigger’s Notebook

Bucket
Gasket
Magic

Before you discard the 

lid of a 5-gallon  plastic 

bucket, remove the 

tubular rubber gasket 

for repurposing.

Werner Grabner
Cape Coral, Florida

1

The intact lid gasket makes a convenient 

carrying strap to haul multiple rods 

securely. Just place your rods side by 

side, bring the gasket under the rods, and 

pass one end through the other, creating 

a girth hitch around the tackle.
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THE NEW PATHFINDERS.



          

                               

Send us your original ideas, along with a sketch or photo. If we use your tip(s), we will send you a 
Shimano Baitrunner spinning reel, featuring a fast-retrieve, front-dial drag adjustment and popular 
baitrunner system, valued at up to $189.99! Submit to Salt Water Sportsman, Rigger’s Notebook, 460 
N. Orlando Ave., Suite 200, Winter Park, FL 32789, or send via email to tips@saltwatersportsman.com.

WIN

THIS

REEL! 

A portion of the gasket   easily 

turns into a sunglasses keep-

er. Cut a 14-inch length of the 

gasket and slip the ends over 

the temple pieces of the sun-

glasses to keep them safe.

2

3
That bucket-lid gasket cut 

into 2- to 3-inch pieces 

turns a bare hook into a 

lure. Simply cut the back 

ends in an angle and slide 

each piece onto a hook. 

A Maverick Boat Company brand.

PATHFINDER the boat that wrote the 
book on Bay Boats, has taken the idea to a 
whole other level. Faster, drier, shallower, 
URRPLHU�DQG�PRUH�HIÀ�FLHQW�«�WKH�QHZ�
3DWKÀ�QGHUV�ZLOO�VLPSO\�WDNH�\RXU�EUHDWK�DZD\��

Visit ZZZ�SDWKÀ�QGHUERDWV�FRP to see the 
QHZ�3DWKÀ�QGHUV�WRGD\�DQG�À�QG�WKH�GHDOHU�
QHDUHVW�\RX�

OUT THERE IN A CLASS OF THEIR OWN. 
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FIT FOR THE SEASON, THIS DISH OFFERS A 
PERFECT ENDING TO A SUCCESSFUL DAY.

Bacon-
Wrapped Mahi

W  
est Coast anglers and restau-
rants call it mahi; to others 
it’s dolphin or dorado, but by 

any name, this reliable species is the 
near-perfect fi sh. Beatiful, bountiful 
and acrobatic, it’s as good on the table 
as it is on the line. This preparation, 
wrapped and sautéed in bacon, allows 
for quick and easy prep and a perfect 
outcome as the bacon and basting keep 
the fi sh moist and fl avorful. For best 
results, have your butcher cut slab 
bacon as thin as possible, then shingle 
it, overlapping the edges, or substitute 
prosciutto in the recipe. 
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Brandon 
McGlamery
is head chef and 

partner of Luma 

on Park (luma

onpark.com) and 

Prato (prato-wp

.com) in Winter 

Park, Florida, as 

well as the author 

of 9 Courses.

By Brandon McGlamery

Step-by-Step
Preparation:

T+T / Angler’s Galley

PREPARE AHEAD:

Pickled Onions
1⁄2 cup water

1 cup red wine vinegar
1⁄2 cup sugar

2 cups onions, thinly sliced

Bring water, sugar and vinegar 
to a simmer. Pour over onions 
and cool. Keeps for a month. 

STEP 1:

Spring Onion English 
Pea Broth 

4 tablespoons butter

4 spring onions, sliced (about   

    2 cups)

2 cups English peas

1 cup chicken or fi sh broth

Salt to taste

Melt butter in a pan and add the 
spring onions. Cook on low for 
20 minutes. Add broth. Bring to 
a simmer. Add peas and cook 
until done.

STEP 2:

Bacon-Wrapped Mahi

4, 6-ounce mahi fi llets

12 bacon strips, thinly sliced

Mustard frill to garnish

Lay out three bacon strips for 
each fi llet on a cookie sheet, 
overlapping the edges to create 
a single sheet of bacon the width 
of the mahi fi llets. Chill so the 
edges adhere. When the bacon 
has fi rmed, 1  lay a fi llet on the 
end and roll it up so the end of 
the bacon is on the fl at side 
of the fi llet. Lay each fi llet tag-
end down in canola oil in a hot 
pan, reduce the heat to medium 
and cook, rendering the bacon 
fat and sealing the wrap. 2

Baste occasionally with the hot 
oil from the pan. Once the wrap 
is sealed, turn the fi llet on its 
other side, then on each edge. 
Test for doneness with a cake 
tester, inserting it through the 
fi sh until it meets no resistance, 
then pressing it to your lip to 
confi rm that it feels warm. 

STEP 3:

Spoon the Spring Onion English 
Pea Broth onto a plate and set 
the mahi on top, then garnish 
with a teaspoon of Pickled 
Onions and the mustard frill.

SUMMER DINNER: 
Freshly caught 
dolphin fi llets cook 
up fast and easy.

 Pair 
Well Ale or Goose Island 312’s Urban Wheat Ale. 

1

2



   

Phone: 941.232.8646   Email: kevin@barkerboatworks.com
Find Us On Facebook: facebook.com/barkerboatworks

www.barkerboatworks.com

“The most versatile and best laid 
out boat I have ever fi shed”   

–Capt. Ozzie Fischer



PLANS FOR A BAHAMAS CROSSING DONE RIGHT

Safe Passage

Float Plan / Boat Talk
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continued 

By Capt. 
Dave Lear

Prepare 
properly 
to ensure 
a safe and 
success-
ful Gulf 
Stream 
crossing in 
your boat.

An extended fi shing vacation to the Bahamas is on 
the bucket list of many adventuresome saltwater 
 anglers. The variety of less-pressured fi sh plus the 
challenge of crossing the Gulf Stream on your own 
boat are certainly alluring. It can also be daunting if 
safeguards are not taken, especially for fi rst-timers. 

The Bahamas Ministry of 
Tourism has a great solution 
to shorten the learning curve 
with its Summer Boating 
Flings. Richard Treco, the 
senior manager for boating, 
diving and fi shing with the 
Ministry, has been leading the 
regular fl otillas for 28 years.

Before attempting 

a crossing to the 

islands, make sure 

you’re prepared 

with the following 

necessary items:

• Offshore Type I 
life jackets for all 
passengers on board

• All required safety 
equipment, including 
fl ares and signaling 
devices

• Fire extinguisher

• Operating VHF radio

• GPS with backup 
paper charts

• EPIRB

• Compass

• Compact life raft
(recommended)

• Ditch bag (with 
waterproof handheld 
VHF and signaling 
devices, plus water 
and protein bars)

• Tool kit with prop 
wrench

• Spare essential 
parts (props, fi lters, 
pumps and oil)

• Foul-weather gear
for all passengers

• U.S. passports and 
boat registration

Must-Have 
Gear and
Docs

“We started the Flings 
to show boaters, especially 
novice boat owners, how easy 
it is to make the crossing over 
and back. We organize regular 
fl otillas of up to 30 boats, pair 
boats up, and then teach them 
how they can do it on their 
own and be safe doing it. Our 
crossings are like a Boating 
101 familiarization trip,” he 
explains. Treco and other 
experienced boaters lead the 

group, and the destinations 
are always marinas with hotels 
nearby to accommodate open 
fi shing boats. The minimum 
required boat length is 22 feet.

Participants pay $75 to 
register, and that fee includes 
two yellow T-shirts (which 
can double for the required 
customs quarantine fl ag), a 
Bahamas yachtsman guide 
and help with immigration  

CARAVAN: 
Organized fl otillas 
are a great way to 
learn the ropes for a 
Bahamas adventure.



ON THE ROAD OR THE WATER, 
YOU’RE HEADED NOWHERE FAST 

OPERATIONDRYWATER.ORG

JUNE 24–26, 2016
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 paperwork. In addition, 
Treco books marina dock-
age and hotel rooms at a 
10-percent discount. The 
Fling schedule includes 
four round-trip crossings 
to Bimini and two to Grand 
Bahama Island (Thurs-
day to Sunday), plus one 
extended trip each season. 
The longer trip this year is 
to Abaco, and it will include 
stops at Treasure Cay, Boat 
Harbour and Green Turtle 
Cay over the course of 12 
days. Each segment departs 
from the Bahia Mar Marina 
in Fort Lauderdale, Florida.

“We have a  mandatory 
captains meeting and 
match boats of similar size 

Safe Passage

continued from page 44

Float Plan / Boat Talk
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George Poveromo, my SWS colleague and host of George 

Poveromo’s World of Saltwater Fishing television show, 
has made the run from South Florida to the Bahamas 
more than 100 times over the last three decades. In 
preparation for an island trip, Poveromo always checks his 
required safety equipment, including life jackets, flares 
and fire extinguisher. He also carries a first-aid kit, an 
EPIRB, and, in recent years, he added a compact Viking 
life raft.

“If you don’t have a quality EPIRB, you need your head 
examined,” he says. “Not only will it reveal your position if 
you go in the water, it’s also good for medical emergencies. 
I added the life raft to my safety gear because you may 
choose not to be out in rough conditions, but you can’t 
predict an electrical fire or something else unexpected, 
even in calm seas, and you’ll be much safer in a raft than 
floating around in life jackets until help arrives.”

Poveromo is a firm believer in system redundancy too. 
He rigs his boats with twin outboards and dual VHF radios 
operating on different batteries and matched to separate 
antennas. He carries spare bilge pumps and propellers, 
plus a prop wrench, a tool kit, engine oil (for two-strokes) 
and extra power-steering fluid. He also packs spare fuel 
and water filters, which he explains are essential to guard 
against problems from substandard gasoline. 

“You’re required to have your VHF radio on when you’re 
crossing,” Poveromo says. “That way you can monitor for 
emergencies and respond if the Coast Guard hails you. 
You’re also not supposed to fish on the way over until you 
clear customs. I always play by the rules and abide by all 
the Bahamian bag limits, which are more than generous.”

Poveromo leaves a float plan with family members 
before departure and lets them know once he’s arrived 
safely at his destination via cellphone or email. He’ll 
typically cast off at dawn to allow enough time to cross, 
clear customs and check into the hotel, then he has 
the rest of the day to fish. Customs stations are usually 
manned from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m. Upon arrival, a boat must 
fly the quarantine flag, and the captain goes to Customs 
and Immigration with all passengers’ passports while 
they wait aboard. Once cleared, it’s common courtesy to 
fly the Bahamian flag alongside the stars and stripes. 

“Fishing in the Bahamas can be sensational,” Poveromo 
adds. “Getting there and back doesn’t have to be an 
overwhelming obstacle, if you’re prepared with the 
necessary safety gear and use common sense.”

and power,” Treco adds. 
“We always organize the 
fleet so the smaller open 
boats can ride in wakes 
of the bigger ones, and 
we go over the rules and 
regulations for crossing, 
GPS headings,  emergency 
procedures and local 
knowledge, like tides and 
reference points for various 
channels. We do require all 
boats to have a fixed-mount 
VHF radio for dependable 
communication.”

While there are planned 
activities, like scuba diving 
and cocktail parties where 
participants get to share 
stories, sticking to the 

Tips from a
Veteran

 itinerary isn’t mandatory.
“The boaters are on 

vacation, so we keep it fun 
and stress-free,” Treco 
says. “Most go fishing in the 
morning and we don’t see 
them again until it’s time to 
go home. We just provide 
the knowledge and confi-
dence to enjoy fishing and 

boating in the Bahamas.”
To learn more about the 

Bahamas Summer Boating 
Flings or to register, call 
800-327-7678 or visit  
bahamas.com/boating- 
flings. If weather forces a 
change or cancellation, the 
registration fee is credited 
toward a future crossing. 

DREAM TRIP: 
Every year thousands 
of anglers make the 
run to the Bahamas 
from Florida.



Grabbed a nice one today 

with the boys. Bucket list 

got a check mark this  

weekend. It was a real

GERARD DRISCOLL, REGULATOR 23 OWNER 

BATTLE
for sure, but doable in  

the Regulator!

Catch the whole story  

at regulatormarine.com  

#offshorestories

the offshore life

powered by

regulatormarine.com  |  252.482.3837  |  Edenton, North Carolina



Sportsman Boats’ largest model to 
date, the Open 312, is a luxurious, 
family-friendly center console built 
with yacht-caliber components. 
It comes loaded with amenities to 
make the most of every day on the 
water. The extensive list of standard 
features includes a hardtop with LED 
lighting, twin 16-inch Simrad NSS 
evo2 multifunction displays, seating 
module with tackle storage and rigging 
station, console with walk-in head and 
shower, side and transom doors, flip-up 
rear bench-style seat, integrated swim 
platform with telescoping ladder, and 
electric table that combines with bow 
seating to create a full-width sun bed or 
the perfect spot for drinks and lunch.

Sportsman 
Open 312

LENGTH: 32'2" | BEAM: 10'2" | DRAFT: 22" 

WEIGHT: 6,500 lb. | FUEL: 240 gal. | MAX HP: 700 

PRICE: $265,000 w/ twin Yamaha F300s

Float Plan / First Look

W W W . F R A B I L L . C O M

• CLASSIC BAIT BUCKET

• INSULATED BAIT BUCKET

• DRAINER BAIT BUCKET

• BUILT-IN AERATOR LID

• DUAL-BAIT AERATED BUCKET

The Frabill Bait Bucket.  
It has been a staple for anglers for years and 
is now getting a complete overhaul. Available 
in 5 new options with updated designs, new 
features and more durable construction, there 
is an option for everyone’s live bait needs.



©Mercury Marine

With the addition of the Verado® 350hp, Mercury’s 

family of supercharged Verado engines continues 

to lead the market in high-horsepower outboard 

propulsion. Verado was the marine industry’s first 

four-stroke outboard to deliver two-stroke like holeshot 

and mid-range punch in a remarkably smooth, quiet 

package. Likewise, the Verado 350 delivers the quickest 

and fastest top speeds on the market, combined with 

ease of maintenance and rugged durability. Mercury 

behind you, the world before you. Visit your Mercury  

Dealer or mercurymarine.com. 

Get the ultimate  
   outboard behind you.

› Now available with 

Mercury Joystick Piloting®

for effortless maneuverability, integrated autopilot, 

and Skyhook® digital anchor capability.



The crew donned life jackets, 
and Keith barely had time to place 
one Mayday call before the boat 
overturned. He managed to grab the 
emergency position-indicating radio 
beacon (EPIRB) before going into 
the water with the rest of the crew. 
They tied themselves together when 
waves started pushing them away 
from the boat. 

The four friends drifted through 
the afternoon and much of the eve-
ning, but at approximately 10 p.m., a 
U.S. Coast Guard helicopter arrived, 
and a swimmer descended to rescue 
Keith and his buddies. They returned 
to Cedar Key shaken but uninjured. 

It was Keith’s ACR GlobalFix iPro 
EPIRB that alerted the Coast Guard 

MAKE SURE RESCUERS CAN FIND YOU IF THE NEED ARISES

Float Plan / Electronics
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By Jim 
Hendricks

Advanced 
electronic 
Mayday 
systems 
can make 
the call that 
brings help 
your way 
in a dire 
situation. 

Karson Keith and three buddies 
were fi shing 10 miles off  Cedar 
Key, Florida, one August aft ernoon 
when their boat broke down. As 
they waited for a towing service, 
a powerful storm struck with 
50-knot winds and 12-foot waves. 

406 MHz

406 MHz

121.5 MHz

121.5 MHz

press and hold the 
digital selective 
calling (DSC )
distress button (the 
red button labeled 
“distress” under the hinged shield) 
on your VHF for three seconds, and 
it will broadcast a piercing alarm 
and your vessel’s information.

You’ll fi nd this feature on new 
fi xed-mount VHFs and a few 
handheld models, such as the new 
Standard Horizon HX870. Some 
DSC-equipped VHFs, such as the 
Icom M324G, also feature built-in 
GPS, which is needed to send your 
position with a distress signal. 
Otherwise, you need to network the 
VHF radio with an onboard GPS.

You also need to obtain a maritime 
mobile service identity number 

CALL FOR HELP: 
The DSC distress 
button on your VHF 
alerts rescuers and 
other boaters.

continued 

Automated
Mayday Systems
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How EPIRBs Save Lives at Sea
EPIRB and PLB systems use a network of satellites, rescue-coordination centers 
and search-and-rescue agencies to mobilize resources in boating emergencies.

A GPS in the 
EPIRB receives 

position data 
from GPS 
satellites

Satellites 
downlink data 

to a rescue-
coordination 

center

Rescue agencies 
respond to alert 

from rescue center

Activated EPIRB 
uplinks to rescue-

alert satellites on a 
406 MHz frequency

1
3

4

5

2

The EPIRB’s 
121.5 MHz 

signal helps 
pinpoint the 

location

and guided it to the survivors, who 
were found 6 miles from their boat. 

“I can’t explain the thoughts going 
through our heads, but we felt as 
secure as you could feel in these cir-
cumstances with the EPIRB telling 
us the signal was sent,” Keith wrote 
on the ACR Survivor Stories website 
(acrartex.com/survivors).

EPIRBs represent one way to 
automatically alert rescuers, but 
there are others. If you go fi shing 
any distance from shore, you should 
know about each and have one or 
more on board.

Hot Button
Today’s VHF radios can send an au-
tomated Mayday. In an emergency, 



GEICO and TowBoatU.S. 

have teamed up 

to help you on the water.
As a GEICO policyholder, you’ll receive outstanding coverage for your 

boat at an outstanding price. Plus, when you add towing to your policy, 
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for your boat

geico.com/boat

800-865-4846

Some discounts, coverages, payment plans and features are not available in all states or all GEICO companies. Boat and PWC coverages are underwritten by GEICO Marine Insurance Company. 
GEICO is a registered service mark of Government Employees Insurance Company, Washington, D.C. 20076; a Berkshire Hathaway Inc. subsidiary. © 2015 GEICO

Service provided by



There’s a category 
of personal locators 
known as MOB 
devices. These 
use automatic 
identification  
system (AIS) 
to locate a man 
overboard (MOB). 

The Ocean 
Signal MOB1 and 
McMurdo Smartfind 
S20 AIS MOB, 
for example, both 
attach to inflatable 
life jackets. The 
MOB1 activates 
upon inflation, while 
the S20 requires 
manual activation. 

They transmit 
GPS position 
data and other 
information to 

Man
Overboard!

AIS receivers and 
plotters in range  
for 24 hours. The 
MOB1 also sends  
a DSC distress 
signal. To be 
effective, both need 
an MMSI number.

Like a DSC 
distress alert,  
these devices can 
lead to a quick 
rescue because  
they allow nearby  
AIS-equipped 
vessels to assist in 
the search. However, 
since AIS signals 
are transmitted over 
VHF, range might be 
limited, depending 
on radio output  
and conditions. 

MOB SAFETY:  
Ocean Signal’s 
MOB1 deploys 
automatically.
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(MMSI ) and enter it in  
the VHF ahead of time. 
This lets search-and- 
rescue teams know the size, 
description, registration 
and name of your vessel. 
Obtain an MMSI for free by 
visiting boatus.com/mmsi. 

In addition to reaching 
authorities, a DSC distress 
alerts nearby boaters who 
can immediately assist in 
the rescue effort. If you fish 
in areas close to shore with 
significant boat traffic, this 
may serve you well.

However, the maximum 
reliable range of a hand-
held VHF is 4 to 5 miles; 
a fixed-mount version is 
up to 25 miles, depending 
on antenna height and 
conditions. DSC may prove 
ineffective if you are fishing 
remote waters, beyond the 
range for your VHF radio.

Worldwide Assistance 
EPIRBs offer global reach. 
With self-contained bat-
teries, EPIRBs don’t rely 
on your boat’s electrical 
system. Once activated, an 
EPIRB uplinks to satellites 
on a frequency of 406 MHz. 
These then downlink the 
beacon’s unique identifier 
number (UIN) and position 
(based on the built-in GPS) 
to a rescue- coordination 
center, which alerts 
first responders. 

An activated EPIRB also 
broadcasts a homing signal 
on a frequency of 121.5 MHz 
to help search-and-rescue 
personnel pinpoint the de-
vice’s position. All EPIRBs 
are waterproof and float 
with the antennas upright, 
and many feature strobe 
lights to guide rescuers in 
the dark. EPIRBs broadcast 
for a minimum of 48 hours 
after deployment.

EPIRBs are also be-
coming more compact, 
making them suitable for 

Automated  
Mayday Systems

continued from page 50

Float Plan / Electronics

recreational fishing boats 
under 30 feet. The new 
ACR GlobalFix V4 and 
Ocean Signal EPIRB1, for 
example, measure 8 and  
7 inches tall, respectively. 

Many EPIRBs activate 
automatically upon contact 
with water. The GlobalFix 
V4 offers wet activation 
once it is released from the 
bracket. You can also order 
a bracket that releases 
upon submersion.

Getting Personal
Personal locator beacons 
(PLBs) are based on the 
same system as EPIRBs but 
are designed to be worn on 
life jackets or held in hand. 
Though waterproof, a PLB 
will not float upright, so 
the antenna must be aimed 
skyward. Broadcast life 
is half that of an EPIRB. 
PLBs help rescuers locate 
individuals that may have 
drifted away from the boat 
or EPIRB.

For a PLB or EPIRB  
to be effective, the UIN 
must be registered with the 
National Oceanographic 
and Atmospheric 
Administration’s SARSAT 
website (beaconregistration 
.noaa.gov). This free 
registration requires your 
contact information, type 
of usage and boat descrip-
tion. It must be renewed 
every two years. 

While EPIRBs and PLBs 
can summon rescuers 
from anywhere, rescue 
authorities require time to 
mobilize resources. That 
means it might take hours 
for help to arrive, but better 
late than never.

At sea, catastrophe 
strikes so quickly that you 
might not have the time or 
composure to place an ef-
fective Mayday call. That’s 
why automated Mayday 
systems, such as DSC 
distress, EPIRBs and PLBs, 
were developed. They’ll 
make the call that brings 
help your way. 

Adve r t i s emen t

Ronny Sweger, retired U.S. Army, prepped 

for a day on the water in Cabo San Lucas.

WATCH THE 

EXPEDITION: HERO 

VIDEO SERIES!

Salt Water Sportsman and 

Nissan TITAN® XD teamed 

up to celebrate veterans 

and their service to America 

by taking them out to enjoy 

their personal passions.

Salt Water Sportsman’s 

Editor-in-Chief, Glenn Law, 

hosted retired Army veteran 

Ronny Sweger on a fi shing 

adventure across the 

Baja Peninsula. Check 

out the story.

Watch as Sweger puts the 

new Nissan Titan to the test 

on his marlin fi shing trip in 

Cabo San Lucas and bottom 

fi shing in La Paz.

EveryDutyHeroes.com





INSTRUMENT APP
Mercury Marine’s new VesselView Mobile 

app provides wireless access to the 
SmartCraft boat and engine instrumen-
tation on both iOS and Android mobile 
devices. Mercury’s SmartCraft digital 

system includes engine instruments, sen-
sors and vessel system gauges, which are 
usually accessed on a VesselView display 

at the helm. The mobile app does the 
same but includes maintenance remind-
ers, performance summaries and more. 

The app is free at the App Store or Google 
Play, but you need the VesselView Mobile 

wireless module to connect.  
$275; mercurymarine.com

SOUND PARTNERSHIP
Rockford Fosgate audio systems and 

Raymarine by FLIR have teamed up to 
integrate marine audio with Raymarine 

multifunction displays (MFDs). Rockford 
Fosgate’s PMX-5 digital media receiver 

will now interface via a CAN bus with cur-
rent Raymarine MFDs, including the new 
eS series of HybridTouch displays. The 

MFD requires the latest LightHouse II op-
erating software to network to the  PMX-5. 

The audio menu on the MFD features 
all the controls found on the head unit, 
including control of two  independently 
sourced zones. $399.99 (for PMX-5); 

rockfordfosgate.com

BAHAMIAN CHARTS 
C-Map recently released its exclusive 

Bahamas Explorer raster charts through 
Fugawi X-Traverse and iNavX, the popular 

marine navigation app for iPhone and 
iPad mobile devices. The ability to pur-

chase these detailed electronic charts is 
important news for boating anglers who 

fish the region. Now they can count on the 
Bahamas Explorer Chartbook for  

accurate, up-to-date navigational data. 
The charts have been developed in 

partnership with the Bahamas Explorer 
Chartbook and quilted by Fugawi for 

seamless use. $49.99; inavx.com or 
x-traverse.com

Float Plan / New Electronics

Available in single and two-speed designs, Metaloid breaks down the 

barriers between anglers and powerful, machined aluminum reels. In 

sizes 5-Narrow, 5 and 12, and delivering up to 34-poounds of available 

drag, Metaloid puts trophy-sized power in the palm of your hand. 

PLVNBĨTIJOH�DPN

OKUMA METALOID LEVER DRAG REELS



Nothing Takes to Water Like Standard Horizon
www.standardhorizon.com   800.366.8431

The HX870 Floating Class D DSC VHF handheld features a 66-channel WAAS GPS receiver allowing the radio to 
transmit a DSC distress call with your vessel’s position or navigate to a waypoint. The oversized full dot matrix 
LCD (1.7” W x 1.7” H or 2.3” diagonal) and Easy to Operate Menu System makes this the most intuitive handheld 
on the market: DSC calling, position sharing, waypoint and route navigation, navigation to DSC distress call can 
be performed with a few simple steps. The HX870 is supplied with a high capacity 1800 mAh Li-Ion battery, and 
is backed by our industry-leading 3-year waterproof warranty.

HX870 Floating 6W Handheld VHF with Internal GPS

CLASS D DSC
with Built-In GPS

Easy to Operate
Menu System

Large Display

Water Activated
Emergency Strobe Light

A Whole New Level of
Safety and Performance.
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Summertime means 

discovering new 

waters and pursuing 

Jim Hendricks
HOME: Downey, California 

DESTINATION: Bodega Bay, California

or our Summer Travel issue this month, we polled our field staff, pro 

writers and anglers — who sample a variety of fishing in the course 

of doing their jobs — to discover their favorite destinations. Surpris-

ingly, a few didn’t want to go anywhere, preferring to fish where they 

live. Their insights into their home waters should be enough to pique 

your interest, every bit as much as the destination choices of those who prefer 

to get out of Dodge when it’s time for a summer fishing adventure.

*
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George Poveromo
HOME: Parkland, Florida

DESTINATION: Key West, Florida

Capt. Dave Lear
HOME: Tallahassee, Florida

DESTINATION: Orange Beach, Alabama

Glenn Law
HOME: Orlando, Florida

DESTINATION: Central America

Alex Suescun
HOME: College Park, Florida

DESTINATION: The Bahamas

Ric Burnley
HOME: Virginia Beach, Virginia

DESTINATION: Hatteras, North Carolina

Doug Pike
HOME: Houston, Texas 

DESTINATION: Florida East Coast

Gary Caputi
HOME: Brick Township, New Jersey

DESTINATION: Venice, Louisiana

Rip Cunningham
HOME: Yarmouth, Maine

DESTINATION: Cape Cod Bay, Massachusetts

Nick Honachefsky
HOME: Clinton, New Jersey

DESTINATION: Point Pleasant, New Jersey
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Full Roster
BY RIC BURNLEY

Hatteras, North Carolina

At 6 a.m. we decked a 200-pound bigeye tuna. 

By noon we had a limit of gaffer dolphin. Then 

we ran inshore and scored a pair of 80-pound 

cobia. Only in Hatteras, where the Gulf Stream 

and Labrador Current meet over fabled Diamond 

Shoals, can anglers find epic inshore and offshore 

action in one day. Early summer is prime time for 

yellowfin tuna, big dolphin and blue marlin. Troll 

skirted ballyhoo at 6 knots where the Gulf Stream 

crosses the 100-fathom drop. As summer heats 

up, white marlin fishing gets white hot along  

the warm-water eddies that swirl along the  

Continental Shelf. Naked ballyhoo on circle hooks 

fool feisty whites feeding on schools of bait under 

diving birds. Move inshore and sight-cast 3-ounce 

bucktails to trophy cobia and big red drum along 

the beach or behind the island. Skinny-water 

action for reds, seatrout and flounder is as easy 

as casting a 1⁄8-ounce jig head with a soft plastic 

in deep holes and grass flats. Spend blow days 

exploring miles of white-sand beach and small 

coastal villages. Hatteras Harbor Marina,  

hatterasharbor.com; Oregon Inlet Fishing  
Center, oregon-inlet.com

Tuna Town
BY GARY CAPUTI

Venice, Louisiana

There is no place quite like 

Venice. The scenery, the 

fishing and the people all 

add up to my favorite fish-

ing spot on Earth. Summer 

offers vast schools of yel-

lowfin tuna around oil rigs 

that fall for live bait and 

surface plugs. The Delta 

waters afford excellent 

redfish action with really 

big ones moving in with the 

approach of fall. You can 

trailer your boat or hire a 

guide to get in on the action. 

Venice Marina is home 

base and offers lodging, 

launch ramps, tackle, bait, 

and a restaurant and bar. 

Its website lists dozens of 

inshore and offshore char-

ter boats. Take Route 23 

south from New Orleans to 

the end of the road. Fishing 

Nirvana awaits. Venice 
Sportsman’s Marina, 

venicemarina.com;  

Southern Way Charters 
Venice Sportsmans 
Lodge, southernwaycharters  

.com/sportsmans-lodge

King salmon in the Pacific Ocean off Bodega Bay beckon 

me back each summer. Kings sometimes feed just a mile 

outside the bay entrance, gorging on clouds of krill as a 

prelude to their autumn migration up the Sacramento- 

San Joaquin Delta, and that attracts hundreds of boating 

anglers, including me. Situated about 45 miles above San 

Francisco’s Golden Gate, Bodega Bay might be better 

known as the setting for Alfred Hitchcock’s bizarre film, 

The Birds. Yet this quaint harbor succumbs to salmon 

fever in late June and July. Spud Point Marina, 

parks.sonomacounty.ca.gov

Salmon Fever
BY JIM HENDRICKS

Bodega Bay, California

HIT 
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ROAD
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1. ROYALTY: 
King salmon 

await just outside 

the Golden Gate 

in California.

2. HOT SPOT:  
Dolphin provide 

reliable sport  

off Hatteras.

3. RIGHT RIG: 
Catch yellowfin 

tuna in the famed 

Gulf grounds.

1

2

3



If your only experience in boating is the pounding, exhausting ride of a monohull boat, you 

should test a World Cat.  You’ll discover a smoother, more stable, comfortable ride for you and 

\RXU�IDPLO\���$OO�ZLWKRXW�VDFULĆ�FLQJ�WKH�VSHHG�DQG�SHUIRUPDQFH�\RX�FUDYH��6R��WDNH�D�ULGH�RQ�D�

World Cat, and discover A Better Way To Boat.

Find Your Local Dealer At WorldCat.com 

 © 2016  World Cat. All rights reserved.
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Soft sugar-sand beaches underfoot, bells and whistles of carni-

val boardwalk games ringing, and the ever-present scent of pork 

rolls and cheesesteaks in the air: Welcome to the eclectic side-

show known as summertime at the Jersey Shore. Hardcore fishing 

opportunities abound; whether taking a family-friendly half-day 

jaunt out on a party boat ($40) to hang a limit of summer floun-

der for the grill, chartering a sport-fisher offshore to troll and jig 

40- to 100-pound bluefin tuna, or kicking back bayside to collect a 

bushel of blue-claw crabs while tricking up a grand slam of blue-

fish, striped bass, fluke and weakfish, there’s definitely no lack of 

piscatorial pursuits to choose from. Bonus: It’s Jersey, so you know 

you’re always gonna eat well and see something ridiculous go down. 

Contact: Fisherman’s Supply, Point Pleasant; fishermenssupplyco

.com, 732-892-2058

Jersey 
Shore

BY NICK HONACHEFSKY

Point Pleasant, 

New Jersey

Cape Bluefin
BY RIP CUNNINGHAM

Cape Cod Bay, Massachusetts 

Inside Massachusetts’ flexed arm of the 

Cape lies Cape Cod Bay, one of the most 

productive bodies of water along the north-

east coast. Its 604 square miles are home 

to all the northeast species, but none are 

as prized as the bluefin tuna, particularly 

the schoolies. These 40- to 75-pound fish 

provide the light-tackle angler with fast 

action from June through September.

Access for the angler that tows his boat 

is easy. Google “MA boat ramps” and find 

what works from Plymouth right around 

to Provincetown. Google “Cape Cod tackle 

shops” and click around to check on the 

current action. If a charter is your thing, 

try Reel Deal Charters (fishreeldeal.com). 

But don’t wait too long; when the action is 

hot, they all get booked.

Southbound
BY GLENN LAW

Central America

When it’s time to get out of town for a fishing 

vacation, I head south — way south, to Central 

America. I’m not particular: the wild coastal waters 

of Panama at Tropic Star Lodge (tropicstar.com); 

the off-the-charts numbers of sailfish off Quepos 

(marinapezvela.com); the variety at Crocodile Bay 

(crocodilebay.com); or the finely tuned fly and 

light-tackle fishing for billfish at Casa Vieja in 

Guatemala (casaviejalodge.com). Sign me up. They 

all offer inshore fishing as well if you get tired of 

catching billfish, which hasn’t happened to me yet. 

The route from Miami to Guatemala City, San Jose, 

or Panama City provides a cultural experience that 

makes the trip a real vacation. 

4 5

6

4. BILL COMES 
DUE: A Pacific  

blue marlin 

comes boat-side 

for release.

5. TUNA TIME: 
A school-size 

bluefin tuna 

provides a light- 

tackle challenge.

6. MIXED BAG: 
Striped bass 

headline a list of 

species on the 

Jersey Shore. 
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Visit www.JupiterMarine.com for more information, 

or call 941.729.5000 to speak to one of our representatives. 

Who Says You Can’t Have It All?

Throttle towards the horizon aboard the ultimate 
in performance and handling. 

Packed with fishing essentials and family-friendly 
features, our center consoles bring power and 
personalized style to all of your angling adventures.

Those fish never had a chance. 

POWERED BY

Plan To Arrive In Style.

REEL



Angler Afoot
BY DOUG PIKE

Florida East Coast

If you’re average or better 

at catching inshore sport 

fish, you will absolutely 

love Southeast Florida. 

Fly into West Palm 

Beach or drive if you 

must. Fish your way north 

along Highway 1, either 

wading or renting kayaks 

along the way. Drop the 

boats or wet your boots 

anywhere and fish miles 

of flats loaded with 

snook, seatrout, bluefish, 

tarpon and jacks. Pack 

topwaters, DOA shrimp, 

soft plastics, 20- and 

40-pound leader, and two 

rods. You won’t get bit 

every cast, but the bites 

you get will be memo-

rable. Bill Buckland’s 
Fisherman’s Center, 

fishermanscenter.com

Some 25 miles west of Key West, you’ll find nonstop action with grouper and snapper in 

25 to 45 feet of water over rock piles scattered about the shallow Gulf and Atlantic sides 

of the Marquesas Keys; it’s simple and exciting fishing that has kept me returning for 

decades. Live pinfish are a plus, but fresh squid, ballyhoo, Spanish sardines and chunks of 

bonito bend the rods nearly as rapidly. Knocker rigs on 20-pound spinning or conventional 

tackle rule here. Fish are always around, with muttons more prominent in spring and fall, 

mangrove snapper in July and August, gag grouper in winter, and red grouper year-round. 

I’m partial to docking at Murray Marine on Stock Island (murraymarine.com), a full- 

service marina with top guides for hire; it has a ramp and offers trailer storage. 

Winning
Combination
BY ALEX SUESCUN

The Bahamas

Summertime is when I head to the Bahamas in 

search of great bottomfishing and the perfect 

piña colada. I find both in the Abacos where 

big yellowtails, muttons and mangrove snapper 

congregate in 60 to 120 feet of water and Capt. 

Jack’s and Firefly (both in Hopetown) serve kill-

er frozen concoctions. Fly-fishing for bonefish is 

another terrific reason to visit. Blackfly Lodge 

(blackflylodge.com) specializes in stalking 

bones as well as permit in Abaco’s pristine flats. 

Andros Island, another personal favorite, is also 

a great option. Stafford Creek Lodge (stafford 

creeklodge.com) and Bairs (bairslodge.com) 

offer top-notch flats fishing and can arrange for 

larger boats and captains to let you sample the 

island’s phenomenal reef fishing.

Rigs and Rips
BY CAPT. DAVE LEAR

Orange Beach, Alabama

For visiting anglers, there’s plenty to 

love about Orange Beach, Alabama. 

The abundance and variety of targets 

is phenomenal. Bluewater possibilities 

include marlin, swordfish and triple-digit 

yellowfin tuna. Boats can run east to the 

Steps through Perdido Pass or west to 

the Green Canyon via Mobile Bay. Near-

shore Alabama rigs offer steady action 

with cobia, king mackerel and snapper. 

Cooperative redfish, trout and flounder 

await light-tackle enthusiasts in Wolf 

Bay and the Intracoastal Waterway. With 

a full-service operation, charter boats, 

ample dining, accommodations and 

family entertainment, Wharf Marina 

is an ideal starting point for the summer 

fishing vacation (thewharfmarina.com). 

West of Key West
BY GEORGE POVEROMO

Marquesas Keys  
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7. BIG BOY:  
Goliath grouper 

is among the mix 

of Marquesas 

bottomfish.

8. SNOOK  
ATTACK: Pre-

mier target on 

Florida’s produc-

tive east coast.

9. ISLAND 
PRIZE: An 

angler lands her 

first bonefish in 

the Bahamas.

10. FISH 
MAGNETS:  
A wealth of 

species call Gulf 

oil rigs home.

HIT 
THE 
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For visiting 

anglers, there’s 

more to New York 

than Broadway

STO RY  A N D  P H OTOS  BY 

J O H N  M C M U R RAY
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S T A R T 

S P R E A D I N G 

T H E  N E W S



New York City 
urban waters

SWS 
Planner:

What: Light-tackle 
fishing for striped 
bass, bluefish and 
false albacore

When: May  
to November

Where: Manhattan 
to Long Island

Who: These local 
experts can find the 
hot bite: 

Manhattan: Joe 
Shastay; nyharbor 
fishing.com 

Lower New York 
Harbor: Frank 
Crescitelli;  
finchaser.com

Jamaica Bay: John 
McMurray; onemore 
castcharters.net

Great South Bay  
to Shinnecock:  
Bryan Goulart; 
nysaltfly.com

East Hampton  
and Montauk:  
Paul Dixon;  
flyfishmontauk.com

Offshore Long 
Island: John  
McMurray; onemore 
castcharters.net

URBAN VIBE: 
Exciting fishing 
abounds in the  
Big Apple’s  
inshore waterways. 
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MANHATTAN

BROOKLYN

STATEN 
ISLAND

OCEANSIDE
FIRE ISLAND

MORICHES

JFK 
AIRPORT

INWOOD

LONG ISLAND

NEW 
JERSEY

NEW 
YORK

EAST RIVER

JAMAICA 
BAY

GREAT SOUTH BAY

RARITAN 
BAY

HUDSON RIVER

GATEWAY 
NATIONAL 

RECREATION 
AREA

NEW YORK 
HARBOR
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A Boeing 747 taxied down the runway 
as Paul shot out 80 feet of line. One pop 
and a swirl formed underneath the  popper. 
I wanted to say, “You’ve got a follow,” but 
the turbines had grown loud. Another 
pop and the water exploded just as the 
700,000-pound hunk of metal lifted off  
from JFK International Airport. 

“Wow. Surreal.” 
Yes, Jamaica Bay, which abuts JFK, off ers 

outstanding light-tackle, shallow-water fi sh-
ing, but it doesn’t stop there. It’s good along 
Manhattan proper, and farther east the 
Great South Bay off ers fantastic fl ats fi shing. 
Jump farther and Shinnecock can be epic. 
And is Montauk “The End”? Fuggitaboutit! 

Bottom line: If you’re traveling to the city, 
whether for business or pleasure, it pays 
to look beyond the sightseeing and good 
shopping. If you make the eff ort, awesome 
day trips await.

NYC
Yes, the water surrounding Manhattan is 
mostly deep and fast-moving, but if you 

asked Paul, a London-based financial advisor, as I pushed 

the skiff parallel to a grass bank. To the north of us, the 

sun began to paint the New York City skyline. It wasn’t 

quite 7 a.m., and we had released more than a dozen 

striped bass, two of which were over the 25-pound mark. 

“ W H O  K N E W  T H I S  E V E N  E X I S T E D ? ”

know where to look and how to fi sh it, you 
can indeed fi sh light tackle here.

Capt. Joe Shastay certainly has such 
know-how because he’s arguably been doing 
it the longest. He focuses on pilings and 
jetties. “I look for the cut where the water 
pushes around something,” he says. “There 
are jetties in the East River you wouldn’t 
know were there, but you can see where 
they undermine the current, and stripers 
and bluefi sh will often stack up there.”

Shastay uses 3⁄8-ounce jig heads with 
4-inch white Mister Twister grubs or 
Bomber swimming plugs, instructing his 
anglers to place them in precise spots. He 
consistently scores with schoolies, but there 
are days when much larger stripers and 
crazy-big bluefi sh are around. 

“We fi sh under the lights at night too,” he 
says. “Sometimes you see them, sometimes 
you don’t, but stripers are usually there.” 

Lower New York Harbor/Raritan Bay
Most generally think of deep channels and 
big tankers in this area, but fi sh gravitate 

 Top New York

Tackle Choices

Deadly Dick No. 4 Long 

Guides Secret 
Poppa Pencil

Berkley PowerBait 
Saltwater Jerk Shad
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Gibbs ProSeries 
Danny Surface 

Swimmer
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toward the abundance of man-
made structure, providing ample 
light-tackle opportunities.

“That’s what we have and they 
don’t,” says Staten Island guide 
Capt. Frank Crescitelli. “Islands, 
rock piles and pilings in water 
shallow enough you can fish it 
with light-spin or fly tackle.” You 
go east or south of the harbor, 
and if you can’t find birds or bait, 
you’re out of luck. “But here we 
have those go-to structure spots 
that always seem to hold a few 
fish,” he says. 

Crescitelli likes to fish a num-
ber of ambush points where the 
water rips around obstructions. 
He’ll start casting small poppers up against 
visible structure. “Most of the time, the fish 
smash the lure right on the rocks on that 
first pop,” he says, but less-aggressive fish 
require swimmers or twitchbaits. Crescitelli 
recommends the Guides Secret Baby Bottle 
Pop and Slim Twitchy. 

MORNING 
COMMUTE: 
Anglers fish 
alongside LIRR 
during rush hour.

6

7

8

New 
York 

State 
of Mind 

Angling opportunities 
extend well beyond 
New York City limits. 
Several bays plus Long 
Island Sound and the 
Long Island coastline 
produce striped bass, 
bluefish, weakfish 
and other top species, 
allowing boating and 
shorebound anglers 
superb chances to tap 
into fast action.

1  Jetties, dock 
pilings and bridge 
abutments in the 
East River are ideal 
rest and ambush 
points for fish in 
the fast water.

2  An abundance 
of man-made 
structure in Raritan 
Bay holds baitfish 
and attracts 
stripers and  
other predators.

3  Jamaica Bay’s 
mud flats, sod 
banks and deep 
channels are 
excellent areas 
to stalk stripers, 
blues and flounder.

4  In Great South 
Bay, cleaner water 
and white-sand 
flats make for top 
sight-fishing, but  
fast current makes 
poling a challenge.

5  In Moriches, 
wary fish prowl 
shallow, clear 
water. Use small 
soft plastics or flies 
to avoid spooking 
your quarry.

6  Vast stretches 
of light bottom 
and several small 
islands along 
Shinnecock Bay’s 
eastern shore yield 
the better action.  

7  Slower current 
and concentrations 
of sand eels 
and crabs make 
the flats of 
East Hampton 
productive.

8  Montauk is 
legendary. Stripers, 
bluefish and albies 
feast on baitfish 
moving to open 
water from August 
to early October. 

New York City 
urban waters

SWS
Tackle
Box:

Rods: 7-foot medi-
um- to light-action 
spinning rods

Reels: High-quality 
20- to 30-pound 
class

Lines: 20- to 
30-pound braid  
with 4 to 6 feet of 
20- to 30-pound 
fluoro leader

Lures: Poppers, 
swimming plugs, 
bucktail jigs
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Jamaica Bay: Hidden Jewel
About 12 miles southeast of Manhattan, 
10,000 acres of National Recreation Area 
and salt-marsh habitat exist smack in the 
middle of Queens, New York. 

Like most marshes, it has been channel-
ized for boat traffic, but the eastern portion 
was dredged to create landfill for JFK 
Airport. There are deep 40-foot bays back 
by the airport, which are surrounded by the 
estuarine mud flats and sod banks that teem 
with life from April to December. Deep wa-
ter brings in big fish, and the shallow marsh 
flats bring in the bait. 

This is arguably the best and closest 
light-tackle spot to Manhattan. It’s easy 
to get to, and when it’s on, it’s crazy good. 
I spend my springs guiding anglers along 
the productive sod banks and drop-offs, 
throwing poppers, sliders, swimming plugs 
and Slug-Go lures in 2 to 3 feet of water for 
monster bluefish, striped bass and weakfish. 

In the fall, the dynamics change a bit. The 
drill then is chasing birds and busting fish.

Moriches and Shinnecock: The Flats of 
the Great South Bay
The farther east you go on Long Island, 
the better the water quality and the more 
you encounter white-sand flats optimal for 
sight-fishing. There are a couple of OK flats 
inside Jones Inlet, but where things really 
get interesting is Fire Island Inlet and east 
of it. Just inside all three inlets (Fire Island, 
Moriches and Shinnecock), you find sprawl-
ing sand flats with lots of moving water. It’s 
the closest thing to sight-fishing for bonefish 
you’ll find up there, except it’s even harder 
and more challenging. Striped bass often 
spook easier than bonefish. 

To make it even more challenging, the 
current often runs hard enough to make 
poling impractical. “A lot of times we just 
stake out and wait for the fish to come to us,” 
says flats guide Capt. Bryan Goulart. 

It is mostly a fly-fishing proposition there 
because plugs tend to spook fish, but small, 
unweighted Slug-Go lures also produce.

Montauk: The End
I’ll include East Hampton here too because 
it is pretty close to The End and offers 
the same exceptional flats sight-fishing 
described, except it may be easier because 
there isn’t as much current out there. “We 
get great sand eel and crab concentrations in 
the spring and the summer,” says East End 
guide Capt. Paul Dixon. “The sight-fishing is 
some of the best on the East Coast.”

But, really, this area is all about  Montauk. 

EASY LANDING: 
An angler boats a 
striper in Jamaica 
Bay alongside a JFK 
Airport runway, top. 

ALBIES ABOUND: 
False albacore is 
another popular 
species available in 
New York waters.

Upper and Lower New 
York Harbor: Captains 
Joe Shastay and Frank 
Crescitelli will pick  
you up in Manhattan. 
See their websites  
for details. 

Jamaica Bay: A 30- to 
40-minute trip. Uber or 
a car service can take 
you to Launch Pad  
Marina in Inwood, just 
south of JFK, or Gate-
way Marina in Brooklyn. 
You can also take the  
A train to the Inwood 
stop, or the Long Island 
Railroad from Penn Sta-
tion to the Inwood stop.  

Fire Island to  
Shinnecock: Requires 
Uber or a car service. 
Give yourself at least an 
hour from the city to get 
to Captree Boat Basin on 
Fire Island. Getting to 
Moriches or  Shinnecock 
will likely take two 
hours. Contact Bryan 
Goulart for details.

East Hampton and 
Montauk: A three-hour 
trip, but generally well 
worth it. Catch a train 
(Long Island Railroad) 
from Penn Station to 
East Hampton/Montauk. 
The Hampton Jitney 
(bus) can get you there 
as well. 

Offshore: Want to  
catch tuna and dolphin 
on light tackle while  
visiting New York?  
In July and August,  
Capt. John McMurray 
(onemorecastcharters 
.net) leaves out of 
Oceanside, New York, 
a 40-minute drive from 
the city. You can cast 
plugs or even flies at 
busting yellowfin and 
bluefin tuna, or fish 
floating structure  
for mahimahi. 

Getting 
There from 
Manhattan

In the fall, it can be insane. Starting in 
September, the bait in Long Island Sound 
begins to flood out, and stripers feed heavily 
in preparation for their migration south. 

All hell can break loose on any given day. 
Stripers and bluefish can be so abundant 
that boils — dense concentrations of feeding 
fish — happen right up on the beach. From 
boat and beach, anglers use a variety of baits 
to target them, but the standards are swim-
ming plugs, poppers, bucktail jigs and tins. 

And we can’t forget about false  albacore. 
These fast-moving little tunnies flood 
 Montauk in September. They are a blast 
on light tackle and may be one of the most 
 exciting fish to target on the fly. It’s a run-
and-gun fishery, chasing fast-moving 
schools as they crash bait. Anglers generally 
target them with small, flashy tins called 
Deadly Dicks, but a 4- and 6-inch weightless 
soft plastic works well too. 

START 

SPREAD ING 

THE  NEWS



Genies grant 3 wishes.

Amateurs. 
No other powerboat company so carefully and proudly reflects the unique desires of each 

individual owner in every boat. Because at Intrepid, you call the shots. And it’s why we can, 

and will, personalize your Intrepid powerboat any way you want it. It’s all about building a 

boat the way it should be. Not the way it could be. ONE OF A KIND. ONE AT A TIME. 

intrepidpowerboats.com • Call us at 954-922-7544 • 805 N.E. Third St., Dania Beach, FL 33004



California white 
sea bass

SWS 
Planner:

What: White  
sea bass

Where: Coastal 
waters from Point 
Conception to the 
Mexican border

When: Spring and 
early summer

Who: Boating 
anglers with reliable 
craft from 20 feet 
up. Many Southern 
California guides 
run white sea bass 
charters. Here are 
three that can show 
you the ropes:

Capt. Barry 
Brightenburg
619-540-8944
alwaysanadventure 
charters.com

Capt. Brandon
Hayward
949-212-0719
onemancharters 
.com

Capt. Duane 
Mellor
619-850-7575
pinnaclesport 
fishing.com

TIPOFF: 
Both birds and 
porpoises reveal 
the presence of 
white sea bass.
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California 

anglers count 

on dolphins to 

find big white 

sea bass

BY JIM HENDRICKS
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PORPOISE 
CONNECTION



P
acific common dolphins roll, 

dive and attack densely packed 

schools of anchovies in 80 feet 

of water while terns squawk and 

plummet from above. Such feed-

ing frenzies are seen often but ignored by 

many Southern California anglers.

 Watch 
for 

Warming

When water temperatures reach  
65 degrees, look for white sea bass 
following schools of anchovies mov-
ing up the coast from the south. Start 
hunting in 60 to 120 feet of water.

Yet savvy fishermen, like 
Greg Stotesbury, know 
porpoises and birds mean 
white sea bass of immense 
proportions — croakers in 
the 40- to 70-pound range 
— feeding on the same 
anchovy schools. It’s that 
porpoise connection 
that leads to catches of 
some huge white sea bass. 

“Massive schools of an-
chovies move up the coast 
in spring and early sum-
mer,” Stotesbury explains. 
“That attracts  predators, 
including porpoises, barra-
cuda, mackerel and white 
sea bass.” 

For decades, California 
anglers have targeted tuna 
under pods of porpoises 
offshore, but few realize 
that porpoises feeding 
close to shore indicate the 
presence of white sea bass. 

Spring Migration
“These fish are on the 
move, following the bait, 

heading up the coast,” 
Stotesbury says. “But 
when they find food in an 
area, they hang around for 
a few days. Once the bait 
moves, the sea bass move 
on too.”

Some of the best times 
to target open-water 
whites is when anglers 
start catching barra-
cuda, says Capt. Barry 
 Brightenburg, whose 
Always an Adventure Fish-
ing Charters often targets 
these oversize croakers. 
“The barracuda follow the 
same bait. When you see 
the counts go up for barra-
cuda on the sport-fishing 
boats, it’s time to target 
open-water sea bass.”

In years past, this 
convergence of marine 
life most often occurred 
in May when the water 
approached 65 degrees, 
but fluctuating sea 
temperatures sometimes 
alter nature’s timing. In 

Finding white sea bass 
is not a sure thing, even if 
you find porpoises, birds 
and baitballs. Anglers who 
succeed consistently really 
dedicate themselves to 
white sea bass  specifically, 
and they put in many 
hours to locate them. 
Their incentive is that, 
when it all comes together, 
the action is nothing short 
of spectacular.

Right Water
White sea bass prefer 
depths under 200 feet, and 
often less than 120 feet, 
as they follow the schools 
of anchovies migrating 
up the coast from Mexico. 
“We usually find them in 
10 to 20 fathoms,” Stotes-
bury says. “So you want to 
stay close to those depths 
when you’re out looking for 
open-water white sea bass.”

When 
you see the 
counts go 
up for barra-
cuda on the 
 sport-fishing 
boats, it’s 
time to target 
open-water 
sea bass.

cold-water years, it occurs 
in June or July; during 
strong El Niño episodes, 
it might start as early as 
March or April.               
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ON THE MOVE: 
Migrating white 
sea bass follow the 
bait, and they linger 
where it’s abundant.
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Stotesbury believes 
bottom composition is a 
nonfactor because the fish 
key on bait, not structure. 
In fact, he usually finds 
whites over featureless 
ocean floor. 

Danny Uribe, on the 
other hand, has success-
fully targeted migratory 

white sea bass over rock 
piles and hard bottom. “I 
don’t fish on the structure, 
rather in the general area,” 
Uribe explains. “When I 
see porpoises and birds 
feeding within a quarter- 
mile of a reef or rock pile, 
there’s a chance I’ll find 
white sea bass too.”

Uribe also believes that 
anglers stand a better 
chance of finding whites 
when inshore waters are 
relatively clear. “I know 
that sea bass often prefer 
milky water,  particularly 
around the offshore 
islands,” Uribe says. “But 
90 percent of the time, I 

locate the best action in 
clear water.”

Read the Signs
Stotesbury’s search 
consists of cruising slowly 
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Key on
Anchovies

along the coast in 300 feet 
of water and scanning 
toward shore with stabi-
lized binoculars. 

Stotesbury and his crew 
keep moving until they see 
porpoises or birds feeding 
on bait. The behavior of 
the porpoises indicates the 
presence of white sea bass. 
“Porpoises that are just 
milling in one spot mean 
that the pod has a school of 
bait corralled,” he says.

Other astute anglers 
agree. “If the porpoises are 
moving fast, there won’t be 
any sea bass with them,” 
Brightenburg says. That’s 
because these big croakers 
just aren’t that fast and lack 
the stamina to keep up with 
a swift pod of porpoises.

“You want the porpoise to 
be swimming slowly, rolling 

The presence of other predators working 
the bait schools means white sea bass are 
also likely to be in on the action.

1Terns are prime 

indicators of 

baitballs, but look for 

other birds feeding in 

the area as well.

2Porpoises often 

roll on the surface 

as they’re feeding on  

anchovies, so they’re 

easy to spot.

3Bait schools 

appear between 

March and June, 

depending on water 

temperature.

4White sea bass 

often hold below 

the schools of bait,  

so a fi sh fi nder comes 

in handy.

California white 
sea bass

SWS
Tackle
Box:

Rods: 7- to 8-foot 
conventional 
rated for 40- to 
60-pound line

Reels: Medium-
size lever-drag 

Line: 50- to 
65-pound braid

Terminal Rigs: 
25-foot top shot of 
50- to 80-pound 
fl uorocarbon with 
a hamburguesa rig 
(see page 78). Add 
a balloon or fl oat 
to keep the rig 
suspended away 
from the boat. 

on the bait,” Brightenburg 
says. “If you see this kind of 
behavior, get there fast and 
start fi shing.” 

Birds also guide the way. 
Terns are one of the best 
indicators, especially when 
the small white birds fl it 
and dive at the surface. 
Other birds serve as strong 
indicators, including cormo-
rants, says Uribe. “The best 
open-water white sea bass 
bite I ever had was under 
eight cormorants,” he says. 
“They were diving to feed 
on a ball of anchovies as a 
school of sea bass pushed 
the bait up from below.”

Quiet Approach
White sea bass experts 
exercise stealth when they 
get close to baitballs. “I like 
to get upwind, shut down 

CRUISERS: 
Look for white 
sea bass from 40 
to 70 pounds in 
inshore waters.
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and drift toward the action,” 
Stotesbury says.

Avoid slamming hatches 
or clomping about loudly 
on deck. Anglers on larger 
boats are known to shut off  
their generators and drift 
rather than anchor. This 
eliminates the anchor noise 
and lets you move the boat 
quickly to follow the action.

 Fish fi nders become a 
priority when white sea bass 
hold deep, says Stotesbury. 
If the fi sh are around, 
their large air bladders 
allow you to mark them 
particularly well. He also 
uses  StructureScan on his 
Simrad unit to pinpoint fi sh. 
“I set the range to 100 feet 
on either side,” he says. 
“Bait schools show as a light 
fuzz, while the big croakers 
look like a cotton ball on 
the screen.” 

Lazy Baits
White sea bass don’t like to 
work hard for their meals, so 
slow-moving lures and baits 
produce best. A winning 
presentation in open water 
is a lure-and-live-mackerel 
combination known as a 
hamburguesa (“ hamburger” 
in Spanish). Choose a 
chrome spoon, such as 
a Luhr Jensen 2¼-ounce 
Krocodile, or a jig, such as 
a Tady 9 or A1, fi tted with 
a single 8/0 or 9/0 Siwash 
hook. Stotesbury says, “The 
fl ash attracts attention, and 
the weight slows the bait.” 
Anglers, such as Uribe, also 
like to add a swivel between 
the lure and hook to prevent 
fi sh from tearing loose as 
they twist during the fi ght. 

Simplicity rules when 
fi shing the hamburguesa. 
Hook a 6- to 9-inch-long 
mackerel in the roof of the 
mouth and out the top of 
the snout to prevent the 
hook from turning back into 
the bait. Baiting with a larg-
er mackerel keeps smaller 
species away. Let the rig 
sink until it’s out of sight, 
usually about 30 feet. Place 
the rod in a holder with a 
medium drag setting and let 

the lure bob with the waves. 
Bobber rigs that suspend 

a live mackerel or ham-
burguesa under the bait 
schools are just as eff ective. 
Balloons or Danielson Easy 
Drifter Floats help present 
baits at controlled depths 
and drift farther away from 
the boat. 

Let ’Em Soak
Experts fi sh as many rods as 
possible, staggering baits at 

diff erent depths to fi nd the 
strike zone. Subtle bites are 
the norm; the rod tip dances 
as a big white clamps down 
on the mackerel and maneu-
vers the bait to swallow it 
head fi rst. Brightenburg 
warns against setting the 
hook too soon. 

“Don’t touch a thing 
until the rod bends over and 
line peels off  the reel,” he 
says. “Then pick it up and 
tighten the drag. Most of the 
time, the hook sets itself.”

As white sea bass have 
beefed up in recent years, 
so has the tackle. Experts 
pick rods and matching 
lever-drag reels rated for 
40- to 60-pound line. The 
main line is 65- to 80-pound 
braid with an added 25-foot 
top shot of 50- to 80-pound 
fl uorocarbon.

These croakers rank as 
one of the most coveted 
game-fi sh species along the 
Southern California coast, 
and now anglers who put 
in time on the water are 
 learning new ways to catch 
them, thanks to the por-
poise connection. 
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Exercise
Proper
Approach
A quiet stalk keeps the bait from 
scattering and alerting the white sea 
bass feeding on it to your presence. 
Anchoring creates noise and prevents 
you from moving quickly to follow the 
action. Instead, shut down upwind of 
the targeted baitball and drift into it. 
Fish slow-moving baits, like a spoon 
rigged with a whole mackerel.

 Danielson Easy
Drifter Float

Adjust knot 
based on 

desired leader 
length.The bead stops at the 

knot and keeps the fl oat 
from sliding up the leader.

The fl oat slides down to the 
bait, for easy casting, even 

with a long leader.

Each Danielson fl oat comes with a plastic bead 
and a string tied into a loose knot that you slip 
onto the leader and cinch tight to act as a stopper.





FISHING PRESSURE 
TAKES ON NEW 
MEANING ON A 
BAJA SAFARI.

BY GLENN LAW
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MEXICO 
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TRADEMARK: 
El Arco at the 
mouth of the harbor 
instantly identifies 
Cabo San Lucas.
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Ronny Sweger, a marlin newbie and 
our guest on this venture, held one of 
the rods and, listening to mate Chino’s 
instructions, pushed the drag lever 
forward and reeled down. The line 
came tight, then sang off the reel and 
Sweger watched his first striped marlin 
tail-walk across the surface, 200 yards 
out on the angry ocean. 

CALL OF DUTY
It had been a rough road getting to 
that moment. We were part of a Baja 
filming venture, Expedition: Hero, 
and invited by Nissan to field-test its 
new  Cummins diesel-powered Titan 
XD pickup. Said field test called for 
us to tow a boat around the southern 
Baja Peninsula, fish Cabo San Lucas, 
and make an exploratory foray into 
the waters north of La Paz, several 
hours away. Along the way, we put 
the prototype truck through its paces 
on  Mexican roads and rugged terrain 
and, at the same time, hosted a dream 
fishing trip for Ronny Sweger, exec-
utive director of The Foundation for 
 Exceptional Warriors (The FEW) 
based in Bixby, Oklahoma. 

A former Green Beret, now 
 medically retired after missions in 
 Afghanistan, Iraq and other trouble-
some places across the world, Sweger 
volunteers full time with The FEW 
and other organizations, coordinating 
fishing, hunting and outdoor adven-
ture experiences for other exceptional 
warriors. This trip, his board of direc-
tors decided, was his. They insisted it 
was his turn to finally take some time 
for himself and go fishing. 

DEPLOYMENT
The expedition itself proved initially 
daunting. Storms across the  southern 

N
one of the boats in the Cabo San Lucas 

fishing fleet had reported any action, and 

the clock had pushed into the early after-

noon. The baits we were drifting subsurface 

had gone unmolested, but suddenly two of 

the rods went off, the clickers wailing. 
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U.S. pinned us down in Dallas for 
24 hours, and when the entire crew 
assembled in Cabo at last, we were 
already running behind schedule. 
Weather in Cabo had been harsh — two 
days prior, the harbor had closed, pro-
hibiting boats under 38 feet from going 
to sea. Heavy winds had the ocean 
roiled, and seas were still running high 
by the time we launched. Under these 
conditions, nobody had been catching 
any fish for quite some time.

We had a sound boat — albeit only 
a 23-footer — and more than enough 
truck under us 
for worry-free 
transport, plus 
good, sound tackle 
and seasoned local 
captain Guillermo 
Bojorquez. The 
film crew had shot 
its background 
footage, and we 
were gaining on 
our schedule. Now 
 everything depend-
ed on us catching 
fish, but we had only 
one day in Cabo to 
devote to that. And 
marlin are hard 
to schedule. 

However, our 
choice of location couldn’t have been 
better. I recalled the memorable words 
written by Neil Kelly and Gene Kira 
in The Baja Catch, the seminal guide 
to fishing the Baja Peninsula: “If you 
have never wet a line before in your 
life, and for some strange reason, you 
absolutely, positively must catch a 
striped marlin before next Thursday 
afternoon, your odds are better in Cabo 
than any place else in the world.”

That paragraph proved prescient: 
Thursday morning, our one day to fish, 
we backed our boat down the city ramp 
in Cabo, and after a quick stop to buy 
bait from a local panga in the harbor, 
we transferred a half-dozen caballitos 
(aka goggle-eyes or bigeye scad) to our 
livewell and headed out past El Arco.

THESE COLORS DON’T RUN
Just a short run south brought us over 
San Lucas Canyon, a section of the 
extensive lacework of deep seamounts 

RIGGED AND 
READY: 
Cabo boasts an 
abundance of 
charter boats. 

EASY ACCESS: 
A convenient 
boat ramp is 
tucked away in 
downtown Cabo.

PAYOFF: 
A mate removes 
the hook from 
the fish that 
made the day.
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BATTLE-
GROUNDS: 
The Cabo fi shing 
fl eet heads toward 
the canyons.

 The FEW
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and trenches that typifi es the fi shing 
grounds off  Los Cabos. These bottom 
features off er severe drops in depth, 
which create upwellings that bring bait 
and predators to the surface. 

Rugged sea conditions and the need 
to prospect made trolling lures the 
logical choice. We had to cover some 
ground if we hoped to fi nd fi sh. The 
captain pulled a tackle roll out of 
the console, spread it open and asked: 
“What color do you like?” We opted for 
blue-and-white, yellow-and-green and 
pink-and-white — all eff ective combi-
nations — with a cedar plug thrown in 
for good measure. Turns out, either the 
lure color didn’t matter in the least, or 
we’d picked the wrong ones, because 
we battled little more than seas build-
ing to 4 to 6 feet and an increasingly 
uncomfortable ride during a couple of 
hours of trolling. 

Time to move, our captain an-
nounced. So we reeled in and headed 
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northwest where the fl eet had been 
fi shing all morning; the same fl eet 
that was now giving up and going in or 
heading off  to search for fi sh farther 
to the north. For better or worse, we 
now had the waters to ourselves in the 
shadow of the Cabo Falso lighthouse 
where yet another subsurface canyon 
pushes in toward the shoreline, creat-
ing a reliable, if limited, feeding area 
for pelagics.

MISSION ACCOMPLISHED
This time we broke out the liveys, 
pinning a trio of caballitos through 
the nose and slow-trolling them 
into the waves with an egg sinker above 
the snap swivel. Not 10 minutes into 
this routine, two of our three reels 
went off . Sweger and Chino, both hold-
ing rods that had suddenly come alive, 
bolted out of their slow-troll lethargy. 
Chino’s line raced off  the reel, then 
went limp as he tried to come tight. But 

Sweger was luckier, 
and soon he was 
in the fi ght of a 
 lifetime — a day 
saver — as the camera boat moved in to 
capture the needed footage.

Some 20 minutes later, as the cap-
tain jockeyed the boat and Sweger kept 
the pressure on, the mate took a wrap 
on the leader and pulled 120 pounds of 
big-shouldered striped marlin along-
side for a quick, healthy release. 

The next leg of our expedition 
included more adventure than fi sh 
catching. Yet it’s hard to have anything 
but a good time while road tripping in 
the southern Baja, investigating new 
waters. As Sweger put it, “The fi sh 
didn’t cooperate, but that’s fi shing.”

Nonetheless, our safari drew to 
a close on a successful note. We’d 
 explored some remarkable country and 
spectacular waters, caught a few fi sh — 
including a beautiful billfi sh — and had 
the privilege of hosting an exceptional 
warrior on an exceptional adventure. 
Above all, Sweger had his trophy. And 
once again, as it has for thousands of 
anglers over the years, Cabo San Lucas 
came through. 

LIVE AMMO: 
Slow-trolled 
caballitos 
produced the 
only strikes of 
the day, left.

VICTORY: 
Sweger’s hard-
earned striped 
marlin comes 
boat-side, 
far left.

INFIGHTING: 
The battle’s 
nearly over 
when the 
leader hits the 
surface, above.



Power-Pole shallow water anchors 
deploy down and out of your way so 
you can fish 360 degrees around your 
boat. At the touch of a button it can be 
lowered for casting nets, low bridges 

or just getting into your garage.

www.power-pole.com



Boston Whaler 330 Outrage
ROCK SOLID AND EXTREMELY FISHABLE, THIS MODEL 

HIGHLIGHTS THE COMPANY’S CENTER CONSOLE EVOLUTION.

Boston Whaler isn’t content to rest on its laurels. Even with a storied 

history and loyal following, the company constantly looks for ways 

to tweak and improve. The new 330 Outrage, the fi rst launch in the 

redesigned Outrage lineup, is a perfect example. Incorporating input 

from customers and dealers alike, this beefy center console performs well and 

fi shes hard, as I discovered during a recent sailfi shing trip off Key Largo, Florida.

B

BY CAPT. DAVE LEAR

Boat Test / Boston Whaler 330 Outrage 

   LENGTH: 33'1"                 BEAM: 10'2"              DRAFT: 1'10"            DEADRISE: 23 degrees              FUEL: 300 gal.             WATER: 40 gal.               

   WEIGHT: 9,000 lb.        MAX HP: 700       PRICE: $261,091 w/ twin white Mercury Verado 350s        BOSTON WHALER: bostonwhaler.com
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The 330 bow layout facili-
tates lounging, anchoring or 
walkaround fi sh-fi ghting.

A spacious helm puts the 
operator in total command, 
protected from the elements.

The console lounge lifts to 
reveal storage for 10 rods and 
other bulky gear. 

The ample 50-gallon livewell 
in the transom keeps bait 
lively and ready to go.

TEST

CONDITIONS

WEATHER: 
SUNNY

LOCATION: 

KEY LARGO, 

FLORIDA

WIND: 
NORTHWEST 

15 KNOTS

SEA STATE: 
LIGHT CHOP

TEST LOAD: 
FOUR ADULTS, 250 

GALLONS OF FUEL
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on the transom and a five-
rod rocket launcher on the 
hardtop. The oversize front 
console compartment is 
lockable and accommodates 
10 other rods, plus gear and 
an optional cooler. 

The helm leaning post 
incorporates an aft-facing 
couch from which to watch 
the baits, along with an 
 ingenious pullout table for 
rigging them. Three stor-
age drawers hold terminal 
 tackle, and a 40-gallon 
livewell is available as an 
add-on. Twin  57-gallon fish 
boxes in the cockpit deck 
with pump-outs are fully 
insulated. The hardtop’s 
tempered-glass windshield 
has a power-actuated vent, 
wipers and washdown 
system. The top is prerigged 
for outriggers and comes 
with LED, flood and dome 
lighting, life-jacket storage 
and an electronics box.

There’s ample room for 
passengers on the 330. 
An easy-to-stow transom 
bench-style seat comple-
ments flip-down  trolling 
seats on each side of the 
console, all equipped 
with drink holders and 
 convenient handholds. 
Removable cushions in 
the raised bow deck add 
to the overall capacity.  

The large console is 
thoughtfully arranged with 
an oversize electronics panel, 
accessible switches, tilt hy-
draulic power steering, and a 
spacious head compartment 
with a VacuFlush toilet, stor-
age cabinets and screened 
porthole. Examples of user-
friendly design include the 
raised rocket launcher for 
greater headroom and the 
molded console footrests 
with a flip-down platform 
to accommodate different 
operator heights. 

Boat Test / Boston Whaler 330 Outrage 

freeboard, stainless-steel 
toe rails in the cockpit and 
thick coaming bolsters, 
safety and comfort are 
paramount. A heavy-duty 
transom door and compan-
ion dive door on the port 
side come standard. There’s 
plenty of rod storage for any 
type of contingency, with 
eight holders mounted on 
the gunwales and more un-
derneath, another rod rack 

Blustery winds greeted 
us as we powered away 
from Ocean Reef Club that 
 morning. A quick stop filled 
the 50-gallon transom 
livewell with frisky ballyhoo, 
and a few minutes later, 
we set a four-rod spread to 
troll along the edge of the 
reef. Waiting for the sailfish 
provided the opportunity to 
survey this new 33-footer. 

With 28 inches of interior 

W W W . P L A N O M O L D I N G . C O M

Fishing outings don’t just happen. Plano helps determined anglers gear up for 

these time-honored events.  Our new A-Series Tackle Collection provides 

a rugged, classic styling that comes with all the latest organization options 

to keep your traditions alive for years to come.

PROTECT

TRADITION

THE ALL NEW 

PLANO A-SERIES

PROTECT YOUR PASSION



POWER TO SPARE
Standard Verado 300 pow-

er pushes the 330 right up 

against the 50 mph mark. 

Optional 350s peg the 

speedo at 54 mph.

PERFORMANCE RPM MPH GPH
4,000 21.6 21.9
4,500 31.4 27.3
5,000 36.2 31.4
6,000 46.2 40.1

6,400 49.2 42.7
w/ twin Mercury Verado 300 
outboards

The 330 comes standard 
with many necessities, in-
cluding raw- and freshwater 
washdowns, a windlass with 
rode, chain and plow anchor, 
shore power with battery 
charger, stainless-steel pro-
pellers and 4-inch Mercury 
SmartCraft VesselView dis-
play. A summer kitchen with 
an electric grill, and a bow 
thruster, cockpit sunshade, 
underwater LED lighting 
and several Raymarine elec-
tronics packages highlight 
the available add-ons.

A pair of 300 hp Mercury 
Verado four-stroke out-
boards is the base power 
package on the 330. Factory 
tests with this confi gura-
tion produced a top speed 
exceeding 49 mph. Our test 
boat was rigged with the 
optional Verado 350s with 
Joystick Piloting. We were 
able to reach 54 mph by GPS 
with a normal load and a 

fuel burn of 59 gph at 6,400 
rpm. Either power choice 
provides reliable, eco-
nomical performance with 
neck-snapping hole shot, 
great midrange and plenty 
of top-end speed 
to outrun afternoon  
thunder boomers. 

Like its predecessors, 
the 330 is overbuilt with 
 premium components and 
materials. The integrated 
construction includes 
full-foam fl otation up to the 
gunwales, and the aggres-
sive entry and 23 degrees 
of deadrise at the transom 
ensure a soft ride, even in 
confused seas. You won’t 
experience creaks, squeaks 
or sore knees either. The fi t 
and fi nish are  impeccable, 
as you’d expect from a 
legacy builder.

The 330 scores high 
marks for fi shability too. 
Despite the weather and 

sloppy seas, we managed 
to boat a respectable cow 
dolphin, and I fed a surface-
cruising sailfi sh only to have 
it spit the hook after a brief 
fi ght. There’s plenty of room 
to maneuver in the spacious 
cockpit with the livewell, 
tackle and rod storage care-
fully arranged. It’s obvious 
that Whaler engineers 
did their homework and 
listened to dedicated anglers 
when they redesigned this 
one. The 330 Outrage is one 
tough — yet comfortable — 
fi shing machine. 



EdgeWater 262 CC
A PURPOSEFUL MIDSIZE 

CENTER CONSOLE READY TO 

TAKE ON ALL CHALLENGES

  LENGTH: 26'5"                BEAM: 9'3"            DRAFT: 21" (hull only)             DEADRISE: Variable              FUEL: 163 gal.          WATER: 19 gal.    

  WEIGHT: 5,000 lb.                           MAX HP: 500                         PRICE: Upon Request                          EDGEWATER BOATS: ewboats.com

In an age when center consoles keep getting bigger and 

bigger, EdgeWater offers an exceptional marriage of per-

formance, style and comfort in a middleweight contender 

poised to match larger competitors blow for blow.  

BY ALEX SUESCUN

Boat Test / EdgeWater 262 CC
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Bow seating includes storage 
underneath and converts into 
a casting deck or full sun pad.

In back of the leaning post, a 
rigging station includes a sink, 
cutting board and storage.

A leaning post with adjustable 
bolster seats allows seating or 
standing at the helm.

The 40-gallon lighted livewell 
has a clear lid and comes 
fi nished in calming blue.

TEST

CONDITIONS

WEATHER: 
PARTLY SUNNY

LOCATION: NEW 

SMYRNA, FLORIDA

WIND: NORTHWEST 

11 KNOTS

SEA STATE: 
LIGHT CHOP

TEST LOAD: 
TWO ADULTS, 

82 GALLONS OF FUEL
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A lot of thought went into 
the design of the new 262 
CC, starting with the single-
piece infusion construction, 
a process that turns the hull 
and stringer grid into one 
solid piece, utilizing only the 
necessary resin for superb 
strength and rigidity with 
minimal weight. The deep-V 
hull and variable deadrise 
conquer choppy seas and 
provide a stable ride. The 
result is a craft equally suited 
for nearshore and offshore 
angling, with a 21-inch draft 
that also makes it capable of 
exploring bays and anchor-
ing at a sand bar or protected 
cove for some relaxation or 
family fun. 

While some of the features 
are obvious at a glance — like 
the hardtop with aerody-
namic two-post frame and 
full-height, frameless Clear 
View windshield that stops 
wind and spray while virtual-

ly eliminating blind spots at 
the helm — there are numer-
ous smaller but auspicious 
details that amount to great 
versatility and convenience. 

The anchor locker with 
overboard drain, incorpo-
rates a horizontal windlass 
and space for plenty of 
rode, enabling easy anchor 
deployment and retrieval 
without getting the deck or 
your hands dirty. Remote 
latches make it a cinch to 
open the generous twin 
storage compartments (one 
of which is insulated) at the 
bow that double as forward 
seating and, with the remov-
able table in place, convert 
the area into a full sun pad, 
a raised casting deck or the 
perfect picnic spot. 

A forward console seat 
integrated in the large door 
affords entry to the walk-in 
console housing an electric 
head with holding tank, 

overboard discharge and 
pump-out, a freshwater sink 
with pullout shower and 
19-gallon tank, and access to 
wiring and electronics.      

The dash is wide enough 
to accommodate two 16-inch 
displays, with room to spare 
for a stereo, VHF radio, Com-
mand Link digital gauges and 
EdgeWater’s standard light-
ed, waterproof switches. A 
Ritchie compass, Lenco trim 
tabs, raw-water washdown 
outlet, SeaStar hydraulic 
steering and stainless-steel 
tilt wheel with power knob 
also come standard. 

Helm lighting shines down 
from the hardtop, which 
also includes LED spreader 
lights, an instrument box and 
overhead life-jacket storage. 
Nestled in a fiberglass lean-
ing post, a pair of adjustable 
bolster seats with arm- and 
backrests allow the skipper 
and a companion to sit or 

stand at the helm. The slim 
design reduces the footprint, 
creating space for a sizable 
cooler on a pullout slide 
while taking up minimal 
room in the cockpit. On the 
aft side of the leaning post, a 
bait prep station includes a 
sink with freshwater faucet, 
cutting board and storage, 
with an electric grill available 
as an option. 

Twin in-floor fish boxes 
(120 quarts to port and star-
board) with pump-out hold 
a great day’s catch and then 
some. A large center hatch 
just forward of the transom 
hides a removable storage 
tray, with access to the bilge 
underneath. Aft seating 
accommodates three with 
a fold-down bench on the 
transom bulkhead.

Live-baiters are sure to 
appreciate the pressurized 
livewell on the transom — 
40-gallon capacity with a 

Boat Test / EdgeWater 262 CC



RPM MPH GPH
4,000 32.2 15.2
4,500 37.4 19.2
5,000 42.4 26.2
5,500 47.5 31.7
6,100 51.3 39.9
w/ twin Yamaha F200s

ESCAPE ARTIST
With twin F200s, the 

262 CC has the speed 

and range to leave 

crowded waters behind. 

PERFORMANCE

clear lid, lighting and calming 
blue finish — and the copious 
rod storage: four flush-mount 
holders on the gunwales, 
four more on the transom, 
a triple rack under the port 
gunwale, two rocket launch-
ers holding a combined total 
of nine rods, and a rack that 
 accommodates yet another 
pair of rods inside the port  
bow compartment.

Crew members and large 
fish always have permission 
to come aboard the 262 CC, 
so EdgeWater installed a pair 
of doors — one to starboard 
and another on the transom 
— to make it easier, with a 
telescoping ladder on the 
swim platform to further aid 
anyone who goes for a dip. 

OK, so the boat comes 
loaded, but what about the 
ride? I ran the 26-footer both 
in the Intracoastal Waterway 
and outside Ponce de Leon 
Inlet in 2- to 3-foot rollers 

to find out. The first thing I 
noticed was how quickly our 
test boat, powered by twin 
F200s, jumped on plane. In 
fact, despite it being 100 hp 
below its max power rating, 
it went from 0 to 30 mph in 
just 6.5 seconds. 

Next, I punched the throt-
tle to check the top-end speed 
and clocked 51.1 mph at 6,100 
rpm, almost identical to what 
Yamaha reported on its per-
formance bulletin. Efficiency 
proved highest at 3,600 rpm, 
which pushed the boat to 
a cruising speed of 27 mph 
while burning only 11.1 gph, 
numbers that translate into 
an approximate range of  
407 miles with a full tank.  

I found the handling just 
as impressive. The phrase 
“turns like it’s on rails” may 
be cliche, but it certainly 
applies to the 262 CC, which 
negotiates tight turns with 
no sliding or excessive 

leaning, so you better brace 
yourself if you attempt one at 
high speed. 

The EdgeWater is spa-
cious, comfortable and 
swift. Visibility at the helm 
remains excellent from 
takeoff to top-end. The 262 
provides the feeling of safety 
that comes from a solid hull 
under you. The locations of 
controls, storage, seating and 
fixtures, like rod holders and 
cleats, seem intuitive, and 
with so many standard ame-
nities, you’ll be hard-pressed 
to find additional options 
you couldn’t live without. 

I silently judge others 

by their boat name.
AGREE DISAGREE

Stand out from the crowd

   — give your boat a new look!

SAVE

20%
CODE: SALT20

EXPIRES 5/31/16Quick, easy and affordable do-it-yourself boat lettering.

Visit our website to see samples and create your own

at BoatUS.com/Graphics or call (800) 937-3300.
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The Traveling Fisherman
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Pacific Blue Marlin: The action with blue marlin off Oahu 
and Molokai peaks this month, and good numbers of 400- to 
600-pounders become a major draw in Hawaiian waters. June 
should be a strong month for blues in the Galapagos, but it’s hard 
WR�SUHGLFW�LI�(O�1L³R�ZLOO�Ɠ�QDOO\�ORRVHQ�LWV�VWURQJKROG�RQ�ZDWHU�
WHPSHUDWXUHV�DQG�JDPH�Ɠ�VK�PLJUDWLRQ�SDWWHUQV��

Atlantic Blue Marlin: Small blues dominate the blue-
water scene in the Dominican Republic, the best place to hook 
an Atlantic blue marlin this month. But the action off St. Thomas 
LV�VWDUWLQJ�WR�KHDW�XS��DQG�LW�ZLOO�SURJUHVVLYHO\�LPSURYH�DV�PXFK�
ODUJHU�Ɠ�VK�VKRZ�XS�LQ�QXPEHUV�DORQJ�WKH�IDPRXV�1RUWK�'URS��WKH�
GHHSHVW�FDQ\RQ�LQ�WKH�$WODQWLF�2FHDQ�

Black Marlin: The big ladies don’t show up along the Great 
Barrier Reef until August or September, but small blacks off Gold 
Coast are a good alternative. Some of those weigh as much as 350 
pounds, but most fall under the 200-pound mark. Folks at various 
3DQDPDQLDQ�Ɠ�VKLQJ�ORGJHV�DUH�NHHSLQJ�WKHLU�Ɠ�QJHUV�FURVVHG�LQ�
hopes that world-class black marlin action returns this month.  

White Marlin: The DR still offers the best bite, but the white 
marlin are on the move, and the action there won’t be as reliable  
FRPH�QH[W�PRQWK��%\�FRQWUDVW��ZKLWH�PDUOLQ�VHDVRQ�LV�MXVW�JHWWLQJ�
VWDUWHG�LQ�1RUWK�&DUROLQLDQ�ZDWHUV��DQG�WKH�Ɠ�VKLQJ�ZLOO�RQO\�JHW�
better in the next couple of months. Most boats there troll rigged 
EDOO\KRR��EXW�OLYH�EDLW�LV�RIWHQ�WKH�WLFNHW�WR�GRXEOH�GLJLW�FDWFKHV���

Atlantic Sailfish: 3UHYLRXVO\�EHOLHYHG�WR�GZLQGOH�E\�ODWH�
VSULQJ��)ORULGDōV�VDLOƓ�VK�SRSXODWLRQ�LV�VWLOO�UREXVW�LQ�WKH�VXPPHU��
EXW�WKH�Ɠ�VK�WHQG�WR�KDQJ�LQ�SDFNV�����IHHW�EHORZ�WKH�VXUIDFH�RU�
deeper, where the water is cooler. Live chumming and using 
VWULQJV�RI�OLYH�EDLWV�DV�WHDVHUV�GUDZ�WKH�Ɠ�VK�XS��,Q�1RUWK�&DUROLQD��
sails become more plentiful as the water continues to warm.

Pacific Sailfish: ,Q�*XDWHPDOD��WKH�VDLOƓ�VKLQJ�ZRQōW�UHDFK�
its full potential this month, but double-digit releases are not out 
RI�WKH�TXHVWLRQ��,Q�&RVWD�5LFD��WKH�EHVW�ELWH�LV�H[SHFWHG�RII�WKH�
northern ports of Flamingo and Tamarindo. Large schools of bo-
QLWR�DQG�VPDOO�\HOORZƓ�Q�WXQD�DUH�XVXDOO\�WKH�VRXJKW�DIWHU�IRUDJH��
and large packs of dolphin pinpoint their whereabouts.  

Striped Marlin: :KLOH�(O�1L³R�KDV�DIIHFWHG�WKH�Ɠ�VKLQJ�
WKURXJKRXW�WKH�3DFLƓ�F�&RDVW�RI�WKH�$PHULFDV��&DER�6DQ�/XFDV�KDV�
remained the most reliable destination for striped marlin. This 
PRQWK�VKRXOG�EH�QR�GLIIHUHQW��%LJ�JDPH�Ɠ�VKLQJ�KDV�EHHQ�RII�LQ�
the Galapagos too, but June could be the month when the stripes 
Ɠ�QDOO\�VKRZ�XS�LQ�GURYHV�

Wahoo: Trolling live speedos (redtail scad) around Challenger 
DQG�$UJXV�EDQNV�LQ�%HUPXGD�WKLV�WLPH�RI�\HDU�JXDUDQWHHV�VHULRXV�
ZDKRR�DFWLRQ��0RVW�Ɠ�VK�DUH�LQ�WKH�����WR����SRXQG�FODVV��EXW�WKH�
numbers can be staggering, and a few trophies often oblige. 
Striped torpedoes become more abundant off Oahu and Kona this 
PRQWK��DQG�VWHDG\�DFWLRQ�VKRXOG�FRQWLQXH�WKURXJK�WKH�VXPPHU�

Yellowfin Tuna: Offshore banks of the Baja Peninsula 
FRQWLQXH�WR�DWWUDFW�FRQFHQWUDWLRQV�RI�IDW�\HOORZƓ�QV��7KH�Ŵ�HHWV�RXW�RI�
&DER�6DQ�/XFDV�DQG�6DQ�'LHJR��&DOLIRUQLD��FDVK�LQ�RQ�WKH�Ɠ�VKHU\���
6WDUWLQJ�WKLV�PRQWK��ERDWV�RXW�RI�0RUHKHDG�&LW\�DQG�WKH�2XWHU�
%DQNV�HQMR\�WKH�EHVW�\HOORZƓ�Q�DFWLRQ�RI�WKH�\HDU��0RVW�Ɠ�VK�UXQ�LQ�
WKH�����WR�����SRXQG�FODVV��EXW�����SRXQGHUV�DUH�D�SRVVLELOLW\��

Bluefin Tuna: 1RZ�LV�ZKHQ�PHGLXP�WR�JLDQW�EOXHƓ�QV�LQYDGH�
WKH�ZDWHUV�RI�1HZ�(QJODQG��,Q�0DVVDFKXVHWWV��WKH�SHUHQQLDO�KRW�
VSRWV�DUH�&DSH�&RG�%D\��6WHOOZDJHQ�%DQN��-HIIUH\V�/HGJH��7LOOLHV�
%DQN�DQG�WKH�VDQG�VKRDOV�HDVW�RI�&KDWKDP��5KRGH�,VODQG�DOVR�KRVWV�
LWV�VKDUH�RI�EOXHƓ�QV��7KH�'XPS��DQ�RIIVKRUH�VSRW�DERXW����PLOHV�
VRXWK�RI�%ORFN�,VODQG��KDV�EHHQ�D�VROLG�SURGXFHU�LQ�UHFHQW�\HDUV�
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Bonefish: June is as good a time to target bones in the 
%DKDPDV�DV�\RXōOO�KDYH�DOO�\HDU��7KH�Ɠ�VK�UHPDLQ�SOHQWLIXO�RQ�WKH�
Ŵ�DWV��WKHUHōV�SOHQW\�RI�VXQVKLQH�WR�DLG�VLJKW�FDVWLQJ��DQG�WKH�ZLQG�
OHVVHQV��,Q�%HOL]H��WHPSHUDWXUHV�FRPH�GRZQ�VOLJKWO\��EXW�WKH�
chance of rain remains high. Nevertheless, showers are hit or miss 
LQ�WKH�RXWHU�DWROOV�ZKHUH�SURGXFWLYH�ERQHƓ�VKLQJ�FRQWLQXHV�

Snook: Florida is hands down the world’s top spot for linesid-
HUV��DQG�-XQH�\LHOGV�IDQWDVWLF�DFWLRQ��3DFNV�RI�Ɠ�VK�SDWURO�WKH�
EHDFKHV��HVSHFLDOO\�RQ�WKH�*XOI�VLGH�IURP�7DPSD�RQ�VRXWK��ZKLOH�
RWKHUV�JUDYLWDWH�WRZDUG�VWUXFWXUH��QDWXUDO�DQG�PDQ�PDGH��LQ�ED\V�
DQG�ZDWHUZD\V�RI�ERWK�FRDVWV��'HFHQW�DFWLRQ�FRQWLQXHV�LQ�%HOL]H�
ZLWK�JRRG�QXPEHUV�RI�Ɠ�VK�OXUNLQJ�DURXQG�FRDVWDO�ULYHU�PRXWKV��

Tarpon: The big migration continues along both Florida coasts, 
EXW�PRVW�Ɠ�VK�VWDUW�KHDGLQJ�LQ�WKH�RSSRVLWH�GLUHFWLRQ�E\�WKH�WKLUG�
week of this month, so don’t put off a trip to the Sunshine State if 
\RX�ZDQW�WR�H[SHULHQFH�WDUSRQ�Ɠ�VKLQJ�DW�LWV�EHVW��%HOL]H�LV�D�JRRG�
alternative for those looking to sight-cast for silver kings as packs 
RI�Ɠ�VK�FUXLVH�WKH�Ŵ�DWV�IURP�ZHVW�RI�6DQ�3HGUR�WR�3XQWD�*RUGD����

Permit: )ORULGD�OHDSIURJV�%HOL]H�WR�WDNH�RYHU�DV�WKH�ZRUOGōV�WRS�
SHUPLW�GHVWLQDWLRQ��7KH�QXPEHU�RI�Ɠ�VK�RQ�WKH�Ŵ�DWV�LQFUHDVHV�D�
bit as the last stragglers return from spawning on the wrecks, but 
it’s the better weather that tips the scale in Florida’s favor. Still, 
ZRUOG�FODVV�SHUPLW�Ɠ�VKLQJ�JRHV�RQ�DFURVV�%HOL]H��ZLWK�WKH�JUDVV�
Ŵ�DWV�IURP�3ODFHQFLD�VRXWK�KROGLQJ�WKH�ELJJHU�Ɠ�VK���

Red Drum: /RXLVLDQDQ�ED\V��RIWHQ�FDOOHG�ODNHV��DQG�WKH�V\V�
WHP�RI�ED\RXV�DQG�SRQGV�UHPDLQ�SUROLƓ�F��EXW�ZLWK�WHPSHUDWXUHV�
on the rise, outside shorelines close to deeper water produce 
EHWWHU�GXULQJ�PLGGD\�KRXUV��,Q�)ORULGD��UHGƓ�VKLQJ�UHPDLQV�VWURQJ�
WKURXJKRXW�WKH�*XOI�&RDVW�DQG�WKH�SDUWV�RI�ZHVWHUQ�)ORULGD�%D\�
DQG�,QGLDQ�5LYHU�/DJRRQ�ZLWK�FOHDQ�ZDWHU�DQG�VWURQJ�WLGDO�Ŵ�RZ�

Striped Bass: $V�ZDWHU�WHPSHUDWXUHV�DQG�EDLWƓ�VK�SXVK�XS��
VR�GR�WKH�VWULSHUV��VR�H[FHOOHQW�DFWLRQ�UHWXUQV�WR�OHJHQGDU\�VSRWV�
OLNH�1DQWXFNHW��&KDWKDP��0DUWKDōV�9LQH\DUG��%X]]DUG�%D\��0RQWDXN�
DQG�SDUWV�RI�/RQJ�,VODQG�6RXQG��6RPH�RI�WKH�Ɠ�VK�IHHG�DORQJ�WKH�
VXUI�WKLV�PRQWK��EXW�PDQ\�HQWHU�ED\V�WR�FKDVH�EDLW�VFKRROLQJ�LQ�
protected areas. Topwaters and soft plastics do the trick. 

Swordfish: Most anglers targeting broadbills in South 
)ORULGD�KDYH�DW�OHDVW�D�VKRW�RU�WZR�SHU�GD\��DQG�WKH�SHUFHQWDJH�
RI�KRRNXSV�DQG�ERDWHG�Ɠ�VK�LV�KLJKHU�WKDQ�DQ\ZKHUH�HOVH�LQ�WKH�
world. Crews in other parts are learning productive tactics devel-
RSHG�E\�6RXWK�)ORULGLDQ�FDSWDLQV��,Q�WKH�&D\PDQV��WKRVH�WDFWLFV�
DUH�SD\LQJ�RII��DQG�WKLV�PRQWK�FRXOG�\LHOG�VRPH�KHIW\�VZRUGV�

King Mackerel: ([SHFW�D�JRRG�WR�JUHDW�NLQJƓ�VK�ELWH�DORQJ�
Florida’s Gulf Coast from Naples to the Panhandle. Georgia also 
RIIHUV�VROLG�DFWLRQ�RII�WKH�EHDFKHV�LQ�GHSWKV�RI����WR����IHHW��7U\�
WKH�)�5HHI�RII�6W��6LPRQV�6RXQG��.%<�5HHI�RII�&XPEHUODQG�,VODQG��
ALT Reef at the mouth of the Altamaha River, KC Reef off Savannah, 
and the ship channels near St. Simons and Savannah. 

Bluefish: 6FRUHV�RI�KXQJU\�EOXHV�DJDLQ�PDNH�WKHLU�SUHVHQFH�
IHOW�DORQJ�WKH�QRUWKHDVW�FRDVW��&RXQW�RQ�Ɠ�QGLQJ�SOHQW\�IHHGLQJ�
MXVW�EH\RQG�WKH�VXUI��DORQJ�/RQJ�,VODQG�DQG�WKH�-HUVH\�6KRUH��
and various nearshore wrecks within New York Bight. Schooling 
EDLWƓ�VK�KROG�WKH�UDYHQRXV�Ɠ�VK�LQ�FHUWDLQ�DUHDV��DQG�ELUG�DFWLYLW\�
RIWHQ�SLQSRLQWV�WKH�ORFDWLRQ�RI�ERWK�SUH\�DQG�SUHGDWRUV�

Dolphin: The east coast of Florida is still the best option for 
anglers looking to tangle with these colorful acrobats. The Gulf 
Stream comes closest to the coastline in South Florida where 
DQJOHUV�RIWHQ�Ɠ�QG�GROSKLQ�RQO\�D�PLOH�RIIVKRUH��,Q�1RUWK�&DUROLQD��
dolphin increase in numbers as schoolies and small pods of adult 
bulls and cows follow the Gulf Stream current north.   
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Double
& Triple
models available

    “Ingenious New Product”
    ~ Saltwater Sportsman

Marine & Outdoor Products
ZZZ�JRWRPRS�FRP���1-877-777-5126

HAL-LOCK™
Locking Outrigger Pulley
Eliminates halyard creep

The #1 
Anti 

Fatigue 
Boaters 

Deck Mat

Visit www.footcush.com 

for a dealer near you!

888.811.5361

Order online at www.Captains.com
or TOLL FREE at 1-800-345-6901

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

CAPTAIN’S LICENSE PREP GUIDE
For 6 passenger & 100 ton Master’s licenses. 

2016 Edition. Actual exam questions, answers, 

Flashcards. Rules of the Road. Chart Lessons. 

GUARANTEED!

Still $37.50. Best nationwide prices on audio 

and video CDs & DVDs. Other data disks CDs 

available. Renewal test assistance.

NATIONAL CAPTAIN’S INSTITUTE
Box 11834-K, S1 Petersburg FL 33733

www.almostalivelures.com  

1-800-398-7747

9 Colors, 4 Sizes

Hooked or Unhooked

hůƚƌĂ�ZĞĂůŝƐƟ�Đ
/ŶƐŚŽƌĞ�Θ�Kī�ƐŚŽƌĞ�WůĂƐƟ�ĐƐ

3 Sizes

3 Colors

3 Sparkling Colors 2 Sizes

2 Sizes

Dealers & Charter Boat 

Inquiries Welcome!

��d��^�Z�Z��>^

Surface 
Mount

Rail 
Mount

Sizes

3 Sizes

2 Sizes

2 Sizes

Shrimp

Eels

ZŝďďŽŶĮ�ƐŚ

Mahi

Ballyhoo

Mullet

Flounder

Sand Eels

Glass Minnow

<ŝůůŝĮ�ƐŚ

Menhaden

Cigar Minnow

4 Sizes

4 Sizes 2 Colors

Hooked or Unhooked

Hooked or Unhooked

Bay Anchovy

Almost Alive™ Lures are the 

ŵŽƐƚ� ƌĞĂůŝƐƟ�Đ� Į�ƐŚ� ĐĂƚĐŚŝŶŐ�

ĂƌƟ�Į�ĐŝĂů�ďĂŝƚƐ�ĞǀĞƌ�ŵĂĚĞ� 

Molded from actual baits, it 

gives them that “ƌĞĂů�ůŽŽŬ”. 

Almost Alive™ Lures

Visit our website at 

www.almostalivelures.com 

ƚŽ�ƐĞĞ�ŽƵƌ�ĞŶƟ�ƌĞ�ƐĞůĞĐƟ�ŽŶ��

tĞ�ŚĂǀĞ�ƚŚĞ�ůĂƌŐĞƐƚ�ƐĞůĞĐƟ�ŽŶ�ŽĨ�

Deep Drop Jigs in the USA with 

prices and quality that can’t 

ďĞ�ďĞĂƚ��:ŝŐƐ�ĐŽŵĞ�ǁŝƚŚ�DƵƐƚĂĚ�

ŚŽŽŬƐ�

Almost Alive Lures
ϭϲϳ�&ƵůĨŽƌĚ��ƌ����,ĂƌŬĞƌƐ�/ƐůĂŶĚ��E��Ϯ�ϱϯϭ

�dŚĞ��ĞƐƚ�ƚŚĂƚ�Ɛ�ĞǀĞƌ�ďĞĞŶ

�� �ůƵŵŝŶƵŵ�Θ�^ƚĂŝŶůĞƐƐ��ŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƟ�ŽŶ

�� Adjustable Drag

�� Large Drag Knob 

�� Heavy Duty

�� Flat or Rail Mount

�� EZ Grip Handle

or

$279
�ůů�KƌĚĞƌƐ�

Ψϱ�ϬϬ
Shipping

All of our heads are cast from our 
original tooling and made from US 
manufactured Optically Clear and 

UV resistant Urethane Resin.

We offer full customization 
including abalone colors, chrome 

We will also imbed photographs 
of that special occasion.

– Veteran made in the USA –

Lyon.ellison@pfmlures.com

www.PFMLures.com
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Defender 
®

Most Orders Placed by 4:30PM ET Ship the Same Day!
We are not Required to Collect Sales Tax on Orders Shipped Outside of CT 

www.defender.com + 800-628-8225
The BRANDS you WANT and TRUST in STOCK for LESS

FREE
Catalog!

t� #PBU�-FOHUI��VQ�UP����
t� #VDDBOFFS�"ODIPS�3PEF�	����PG����w�(��
� $IBJO�4QMJDFE�UP������PG����w���1MBJU�-JOF

t� 1PXFS�����7%$�8BUUT������%SBX�����"
t� 8PSLJOH�-PBE������MCT

*UFN�������,*5t�-JTU���������

Special Buy!

Only $939.99

Pro-Fish 700 Windlass 
and Anchor Rode

t� #PBU�-FOHUI��VQ�UP����
t� #VDDBOFFS�"ODIPS�3PEF�	����PG�����w�(��
� $IBJO�4QMJDFE�UP������PG����w���1MBJU�-JOF

t� 1PXFS�����7%$�8BUUT������%SBX�����"
t� 8PSLJOH�-PBE������MCT

*UFN�������,*5t�-JTU���������

Special Buy!

Only $999.99

Pro-Fish 1000 Windlass 
and Anchor Rode

SPECIAL 
BUY!

Visit CharkBait for
the best from

AVET!
www.CHARKBAIT.com

877-424-2751

Please Call or Visit
our Website - special
offers do apply-

SAVE
NOW!

FREE OFFERS We’ve been Avets largest dealer for over
14 years, the largest dealer in the world.
Good reasons, inventory, knowledge,
and we make a great value even better!

AVET Raptors
Performance
Well Beyond
Expectation

0GY���5RGGF�*:�
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• Pull tubes, wakeboarders, waterskiers— 
virtually all water toys.

• Corrosion resistant 316 stainless steel 
tow bar elevates the tow rope clear of the 
wake and prop wash

• Improves vessel stability, fuel economy 
and towing power

single or twins



LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 9/16/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 9/16/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 9/16/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 9/16/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.
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SUPER COUPON

20%
OFFANY 

SINGLE 
ITEM

Limit 1 coupon per customer per day.   Save 20% on any 1 item 
purchased. *Cannot be used with other discount, coupon or any 
of the following items or brands: Inside Track Club membership, 
extended service plan, gift card, open box item, 3 day parking lot sale 
item, compressors, fl oor jacks, saw mills,   storage cabinets, chests 
or carts, trailers, trenchers, welders, Admiral, Badland, CoverPro, 
Daytona, Diablo, Franklin, Hercules, Holt, Jupiter, Predator,  Stik-Tek, 
StormCat, Union, Vanguard, Viking.  Not valid on prior purchases. Non-
transferable. Original coupon must be presented.  Valid through 9/16/16. 

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 9/16/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 9/16/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 9/16/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 9/16/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

• 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed
• Over 30 Million Satisfi ed Customers

• HarborFreight.com
• 800-423-2567

• No Hassle Return Policy
• Lifetime Warranty On All Hand Tools

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 9/16/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 9/16/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOWSUPER 
COUPON

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 9/16/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SUPER COUPON

LIMIT 1 - Cannot be used with other discount, coupon or prior 
purchase. Coupon good at our stores, HarborFreight.com or by 
calling 800-423-2567. Offer good while supplies last. Shipping 
& Handling charges may apply if not picked up in-store. Non-
transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 
9/16/16. Limit one FREE GIFT coupon per customer per day.

How Does Harbor Freight 
Sell GREAT QUALITY Tools 

at the LOWEST Prices?

We have invested millions 
of dollars in our own 
state-of-the-art quality test 
labs and millions more in 
our factories, so our tools 
will go toe-to-toe with the 
top professional brands. 
And we can sell them for a 
fraction of the price because 
we cut out the middle man 
and pass the savings on to 
you. It’s just that simple! 
Come visit one of our 
650+ Stores Nationwide.

650+ Stores
Nationwide
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Customer Rating

comp at $14.99

$499 

SAVE 
66%

SAVE 
75%

SAVE 
60%

AMMO BOX

61451 shown

SAVE 
$230

SAVE 
$433

SAVE 
$228

SAVE 
$70

SAVE 
$78

SAVE 
$180

$11999
comp at $349.99

  26", 4 DRAWER 
TOOL CART 

LOT 95659 shown
61634/61952

• 580 lb. 
capacity

SAVE 

 8" HUNTING KNIFE 
WITH SURVIVAL KIT 

LOT 61733 
90714 shown

$799 

SAVE 
$79

$11999 comp at 
$199

10 FT. x 20 FT. PORTABLE 
CAR CANOPYLOT 60728/62858

63054/69034 shownS
U
P
ER

C
O
U
P
O
N

DIGITAL 

LOT 90899 shown
98025/69096

VALUE

$15

comp at $752 .99 

12,000 LB. ELECTRIC WINCH 
WITH REMOTE CONTROL AND 

AUTOMATIC BRAKE
LOT   61256/60813

61889/68142 shown

$1499 comp at 
$59.97

LOT 5889/62281/61637 shown

 29 PIECE TITANIUM 
NITRIDE COATED
HIGH SPEED 
STEEL DRILL BIT SET 

1.51 CUBIC FT. 
SOLID STEEL 
DIGITAL FLOOR SAFE

$9999

  

comp at $279. 99 

YOUR CHOICE

• Accuracy 
within ±4%

DRIVE LOT 

1/4 2696/61277

3/8 807/61276

1/2 239/62431

6.5 HP  (212 CC) OHV
HORIZONTAL SHAFT 

GAS ENGINES  

$9999 
comp at $328

LOT 68121/69727 shown
CALIFORNIA ONLY

LOT   60363/69730  

900 PEAK/
700 RUNNING WATTS 

 GAS RECREATIONAL 
GENERATOR

LOT  60338
69381 shown 

$8999 
comp at $168.97

20-60 x 60mm 
SPOTTING SCOPE 

WITH TRIPOD

$3999 comp at 
$109 .99 

LOT 62774/94555 shown

LOT 61565/62678
62977/91006 shown

Customer Rating

LIMIT 4 - 

800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 

purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 

Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 

presented. Valid through 9/16/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOW SUPER COUPON

$15991   

comp at $499

2.5 HP, 21 GALLON 

125 PSI VERTICAL 

AIR COMPRESSOR 

LOT   69091/61454/61693

62803/67847 shown

SAVE 
$339

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Item 239 
shown

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

LIMIT 4 - 

800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 

purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 

Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 

presented. Valid through 9/16/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOW SUPER COUPON

comp at

$119 .99 

RAPID PUMP® 1.5 TON 

ALUMINUM RACING JACK 

• 3-1/2 Pumps Lifts

Most Vehicles

• Weighs 34 lbs.

LOT  69252/62160

62496/62516/68053

60569 shown
SAVE 

$60

$5999

  

Customer Rating

LIMIT 7 - 

800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 

purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 

Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 

presented. Valid through 9/16/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOW SUPER COUPON

1199
  

comp at

$20.26

SAVE 
40% LOT  95578

69645 

60625 shown

4-1/2" ANGLE GRINDER  

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Customer Rating
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US PATENTSU.S.A.

FISHING SINKERS

EGG – SURF CASTING

917.589.8334 • swivits@gmail.com

We fi ght for proper fi sheries management 

so you and future generations have better 

fi shing. Join us. KeepAmericaFishing.org
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DOA 2.75 Shrimp - the totally new design
is the best of both worlds –
it’s like fishing a jig and a DOA Shrimp. 

The weighted hook is super sharp and slips seamlessly 
into the body of the shrimp.  Slightly smaller and 
heavier than the Original, it has a molded in rattle 
cavity to easily add sound, skips well, sinks fast,
and casts like a bullet.

w w w. d o a l u re s . co m



Greatest Variety of Game Fish in the World

Black Marlin Fishing 
Hannibal Bank ~ Isla de Coiba - Captain Tom Yust 
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SHOVERTIME COMCAST�NET

SWORDFISH
TARPON
SAILFISH

DAY AND NIGHT TRIPS AVAILABLE • MIAMI BEACH

and more

305-439-2475 • Bouncer’s Dusky 33 
www.captbouncer.com

305-439-2475 • Bouncer’s Dusky 33 
www.captbouncer.com

Apple, the Apple Logo, and iTunes are trademarks 

of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other 

countries.  iPad is a trademark of Apple Inc. App 

Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. 

Print Subscribers 
Get FREE

iPad® access!

To Subscribe go to:  
saltwatersporstman.com/subscribe

Download the app today 
for instant access!

Greatest Variety of Game Fish in the World

PANAMA 
COIBA ADVENTURE COIBA ADVENTURE 

PANAMA  

Black Marlin Fishing 
Hannibal Bank ~ Isla de Coiba - Captain Tom Yust 

25 years guiding angling adventurers from Isla Coiba

31’ Bertram & 22’ Mako fishing boats 

Over 50 species of game fish • New Packages & Rates

www.coibadventure.com  - info@coibadventure.com  

800-800-0907  • 314-566-8555

35 Carolina Classic Servicing Delaware and Maryland

Catch Tuna, Mahi-mahi, Wahoo, Shark, Bill Fish & Bottom Species

Troll, Chunk and Deep Drop

Overnight and Tournament Trips available 
BOOK 

NOW!!! 

Call 443.454.5966 or lyon.ellison@pfmlures.com 

Capt. Lyon Ellison 100-Ton 
Master and Former Naval Offi cer

Don't Wait for the 

right time!
The Best Time is 

right now!

For information, call 407-571-4606, 

or visit marlinuniversity.com

2016
Dominican Republic

May 19-24

Costa Rica Sea Mounts 

July 29 – Aug 2

Venice, Louisiana

Sept 6-11

2017
Costa Rica I

Feb 7-12

Costa Rica II

April 1-6

Guatemala

May 3-8

Dave Ferrell

Editor-at-Large



C
oastal fishing guides 
who don’t get paid 
up front during 

spring break can wind 
up spring broke. For Jim 
West one March day, it 
made more sense to fish 
with his son, Steven, and a 
few of the boy’s buddies.

“They were 11 that year, 
I think, maybe a couple of 
them 12 by then,” recalled 
West, a second-generation 
professional outdoorsman. 
On board his 26-foot South 
Shore that cool morning 
were West, his son, and 
friends Milo, Schuyler 
and Hayden.

Steven grew up with a 
fishing rod in his hands and 
could throw a baitcaster 
before most kids can ride 
a bike. The other three 
could fish but never had 
caught fish on lures. Their 
pro planned to change that. 

These youngsters were 
athletic, coordinated and 
caught on quickly. Across a 
long morning, they caught 
“a mess of fish” on soft 
plastics. In West’s vernacu-
lar, that translates to a few 
dozen seatrout, plus several 
flounder and redfish.

They were fast learners, 
those three, and their di-
plomas filled the ice chest. 
All four, though, were still 
kids at heart who West said 
tended to “get a little goofy 
when they’re together 
like that.

“They had their earbuds 
in and were dancing around 
and not paying a whole lot 

of attention to me once 
they’d caught some fish,” 
West said. 

The more comfortable 
they got with the equip-
ment, the more hazardous 
their lure-slinging became.

“There were jig heads 
flying everywhere and lots 
of close calls, but nobody got 
hit,” West said. “Except for 
this one thing toward the 
end, the whole day actually 
went really well.” 

That one thing involved 
an innocent-looking stick 
that protruded maybe a foot 
above the surface as they 
drifted in some deep marsh.

West’s South Shore is a 
solid vessel but not espe-
cially light. Milo was on the 
bow, casting, dancing and 
living an outdoors- 
loving kid’s dream when  
the boat and stick met.

Turns out, that stick  
was part of a submerged 
tree, origin unknown,  
firmly embedded in the  
mud bottom 7 feet down  
and unmoved by the 
South Shore.

The drifting hull quit 
drifting right then, and an 
inattentive Milo spilled for-
ward into the chilly water.

Milo’s a good swimmer 
when he knows the water’s 
coming. When he resurfaced 
after that sudden dunking, 
though, he did so with both 
arms flapping, his mouth 
and eyes opened as far as 
they’d go without tearing 
the lips or lids.

Once they saw their 

friend’s head bobbing 
safely above the water, the 
other three boys did what 
you’d expect. They laughed 
really hard, and enough that 
they were no help in the 
rescue operation.

West quickly retrieved his 
spilled cargo. With Milo on 
deck and a decent box of fish 
on ice, “now” seemed a good 
time to wind in the reels and 
head home, which they did.

On the evening he shared 
this story, West also noted 
that he was scheduled to 
introduce three teenagers 
from Minnesota to Texas 
bay fishing the next day.

“They asked me if I took 
credit cards or out-of-state 
checks,” continued the 
veteran pro, who’s seen 

his share of bad checks 
over a couple dozen spring 
breaks. “I said ‘nope’ to 
both and told them there 
were a bunch of ATMs near 
their hotel.”

He was willing to bet 
me they’d arrive late, in 
swimsuits and flip-flops, 
and without sunscreen. The 
only things they’d bring 
on the boat would be their 
phones, their earbuds and 
an ice chest full of junk 
food and drinks — some of 
which would have to remain 
unopened, at least so long as 
they were on his boat. 

“Probably should have 
just taken Steven and his 
friends again,” West noted. 
“At least I know what I’m 
getting with that bunch.” 

ILLUSTRATION BY STEVE HAEFELE

Going For Broke
THE DEVIL YOU KNOW MAY BE A BETTER 

CHOICE THAN THE DEVIL YOU DON’T.

BY DOUG PIKE

Backcast
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ONE RIDE
THAT’S ALL IT TAKES TO
EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE

4700 NW 132ND STREET, OPA LOCKA, FLORIDA 33054  •  PH: 305-685-2704   •  WWW.INVINCIBLEBOATS.COM

“INVINCIBLE HAS SET A NEW INDUSTRY STANDARD FOR QUALITY,

FIT & FINISH AND CUSTOMER SERVICE BY WHICH ALL OTHER BOAT

MANUFACTURERS ARE NOW MEASURED.”

OUR PATENTED “STEPPED-VEE VENTILATED TUNNEL” (SVVT) HULL CREATES

THE LOWEST DRAG COEFFICIENT OF ANY MONO HULL ON THE MARKET. THIS

MEANS INCREASED SPEED, BETTER FUEL ECONOMY THAN CONVENTIONAL

STEPPED HULLS, AND AN ALL-AROUND BETTER RIDE.

39’




